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a b s t r a c t
Restoring biodiversity-rich grasslands within cultivated matrices represents a real conservation challenge. One
set of options consists in adopting less disruptive mowing regimes, as mowing impacts on invertebrates can be
considerable. We experimentally tested the effect on butterﬂy populations of a spatio-temporal modiﬁcation
of mowing regimes within extensively managed meadows. The control regime (C) followed the standard
Swiss agri-environment schemes (AES) regulation: no cutting before 15 June and no fertilisation. The second regime consisted of delaying (D) the ﬁrst possible cut by one month (to 15 July). The third regime consisted in
maintaining a 10–20% uncut grass refuge (R) during mowing operations. This experiment was replicated at 12
study sites across the Swiss lowlands, and applied yearly since 2010. Butterﬂies were sampled in 2013. Butterﬂies
generally beneﬁtted from D- and R-regimes. Before the onset of mowing operations, both D- and R-regimes
yielded higher butterﬂy densities (+70%) compared to the C-regime, demonstrating positive cumulative effects
(i.e. carry-over effects from one year to the next), not only for the whole butterﬂy community, but also for resident, multivoltine, mono- and oligophagous species. After 15 June, densities were about six times higher in Dthan in C- and R-meadows until D-meadows were cut mid-July. Species richness of specialist butterﬂies was signiﬁcantly higher in R-meadows (+60%) compared to C-meadows. This study is the ﬁrst that demonstrates positive and cumulative effects of delaying the ﬁrst cut or leaving a refuge on butterﬂy populations. It would be easy
to implement these measures within European and Swiss AES regulations.
© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Extensively managed grasslands are among the most biodiversityrich ecosystems in Europe and indispensable habitats for many
plants and animals (Veen et al., 2009). However, changes in their management, such as increased fertiliser application and improved
mechanisation of the harvesting process have led to a massive deterioration of habitat quality and a progressive homogenization of the landscape (Tscharntke et al., 2005). These changes have caused a
widespread decline of farmland wildlife across the continent, dramatically impacting birds and arthropods (van Swaay et al., 2010; Vickery
et al., 2001). Butterﬂies, have, for instance, experienced acute declines
over recent decades, so that nowadays almost 20% of all European species are considered to be threatened or near threatened (van Swaay
et al., 2010). In western European countries the ﬁgures are often
worse: for example in Switzerland 35% (78 species) of all butterﬂies appear on the country's Red List as threatened, and 19.5% (44 species) as
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near threatened (Wermeille et al., 2014), while in Great Britain, only
28 species (45%) of butterﬂies are considered to be not threatened
(Fox et al., 2010). Specialists with narrow niche-breadth (i.e. few host
plants) and low dispersal ability have been reported to decline most
rapidly (Börschig et al., 2013; Ekroos et al., 2010; Heer et al., 2013).
Hence, communities in many of today's EU lowland grasslands are dominated by a few ubiquitous generalists that are less prone to disturbances (Ekroos et al., 2010; van Dyck et al., 2009).
Although many agri-environment schemes (AES) are speciﬁcally
targeted to grasslands, they have so far provided only limited beneﬁts
for biodiversity (Kleijn et al., 2006; Princé et al., 2012). It has been argued that they are mostly too small in size and offer too little spatiotemporal heterogeneity in terms of both habitat types and land-uses
(Botham et al., 2015; Cizek et al., 2012; Konvicka et al., 2008), thus failing to promote habitats of sufﬁcient quality for sensitive, more
specialised species (Ekroos et al., 2010). Moreover, a great deal of research on the effects of management upon grassland biodiversity has
been targeted at plant assemblages, which are typically moulded by
other limiting factors than animal communities (Andrey et al., 2014;
Hudewenz et al., 2012; Littlewood et al., 2012). Deﬁning efﬁcient conservation and restoration measures to improve arthropod biodiversity
in semi-natural grasslands is therefore urgently needed.
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Diversifying the mode and timing of mowing operations enables
some spatio-temporal heterogeneity to be restored among farmland
habitats, at both ﬁeld and landscape scales, which, in turn, can beneﬁt
arthropod communities and boost population density (e.g. Buri et al.,
2013, 2014; Cizek et al., 2012; Noordijk et al., 2009). Even so, mowing
can also cause substantial immediate damage to butterﬂies, notably because caterpillars are destroyed by the grass harvesting process, while
nectar sources for imagines are suddenly annihilated (Dover et al.,
2010; Humbert et al., 2010b). If applied indiscriminately or badly
timed, mowing can have long-term negative effects on butterﬂy population survival, especially for species with a ﬂying period in late summer, low dispersal ability and/or highly speciﬁc resource requirements
(Humbert et al., 2012b; Johst et al., 2006; Konvicka et al., 2008; Walter
et al., 2007).
A recommendation that has been repeatedly framed to avoid the
negative impact of mowing on butterﬂies is to delay the ﬁrst mowing
date (Humbert et al., 2012b; Potts et al., 2009; Valtonen et al., 2006),
but it has never been experimentally tested at the ﬁeld scale. Latesummer cuts are in effect less harmful to butterﬂies than early summer
cuts because they enable most species to accomplish their reproductive
cycle (Walter et al., 2007). In addition to extending the temporal availability of crucial resources, delaying mowing diminishes the overall seasonal pressure exerted by mowing activities, notably via a reduction in
the number of annual cuts (Buri et al., 2013). Leaving an uncut grass refuge on a fraction of the meadow is another grassland management option that contributes to a lower mortality of ﬁeld invertebrates that are
otherwise decimated by the mowing process (e.g. on orthopterans
Humbert et al., 2012a). Such grass refuges provide continuous shelter
and food supply (Valtonen et al., 2006; Weibull et al., 2000) and can
offer permanent oviposition sites to insects that lay their eggs directly
on meadow plants (Erhardt, 1985). The tremendously beneﬁcial effect
of maintaining a grass refuge within a meadow has recently been demonstrated for orthopterans (Buri et al., 2013; Humbert et al., 2012a).
This measure has been suggested for butterﬂies as well (Dover et al.,
2010; Kühne et al., 2015; Lebeau et al., 2015), but we lack quantitative
evidence about its effects on butterﬂy populations.
The aim of this study was to experimentally test, at the ﬁeld scale,
whether leaving uncut grass refuges and delaying mowing within extensively managed lowland grasslands declared under Swiss AES can
enhance butterﬂy communities and populations. The ultimate goal
was to deliver evidence-based management recommendations in
order to improve habitat conditions for farmland butterﬂies.

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Study sites
In 2010, 35 extensively managed hay meadows declared under
Swiss AES since at least 2004 were selected across the Swiss lowlands
(Plateau). The Swiss Plateau can be characterised mainly as a simple
landscape where non-farmland semi-natural habitats (e.g. hedges and
forest patches) are still present, but constitute usually only 1–20% of
the matrix. All meadows were located between 390 and 826 m altitude
(Appendix S1). The majority of the meadows could be assigned to
Arrhenatherum elatius or Alopecurus pratensis grassland types,
harbouring between 25 and 35 species per 16 m2 (unpublished data).
They were equally distributed among twelve geographic sites, all but
one harbouring three meadows (one site had only two meadows as
one had been converted into a gravel pit in 2012). While there was a
minimal distance of 5 km between study sites, the three meadows per
site were clustered within a 3.5 km radius with a minimum distance
of 440 m between each other. While butterﬂies can easily migrate several km, average daily movement rates rarely exceed 200 m (e.g.
Debinski et al., 2001; Schneider et al., 2003). Meadows had a minimum
size of 0.3 ha (range: 0.3–1.7 ha).
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2.2. Experimental design
The experiment was arranged in a randomised block design, in
which three mowing regimes were randomly applied to one of the
three meadows at a site (block), resulting in twelve independent replications of each regime (except the D-regime, see below, that had only
eleven replicates). The following three mowing regimes were applied
continuously during the entire duration of the experiment:
1. The ﬁrst mowing regime, which corresponded to our control (hereafter called C-meadows), conforms to the standard regulations for extensively managed meadows as declared under Swiss AES: no
fertiliser application and ﬁrst cut not before 15 June, but with no restriction on the number and frequency of subsequent cuts.
2. In the second mowing regime, the ﬁrst possible cut of an extensively
managed meadow as declared under Swiss AES was delayed (Dmeadows) by one month to the 15 July at the earliest.
3. The third mowing regime was again applied to an extensively managed meadow in conformity with Swiss AES, but here a small fraction
(10–20%) was left uncut as a refuge (R-meadows) at each mowing
operation. There was no restriction regarding the shape of the refuge,
but its location within the meadow had to be changed at each
mowing.
2.3. Butterﬂy sampling
In summer 2013, butterﬂies and Zygaenidae were sampled along
line transects. A distance sampling method was adopted, which enabled
the incorporation of detectability by additionally recording the perpendicular distances, in m-intervals, between the observed butterﬂy and
the transect line (Buckland et al., 2001). Distance sampling is an extension of classic line-transect sampling techniques (see prescriptions by
Pollard and Yates, 1993). Although so far mainly used for bird sampling,
it has recently been suggested that it would lead to more reliable estimates of butterﬂy population abundance (Pellet et al., 2012). It was selected here mainly to account for possible differences in detectability
due to the distinct vegetation structures generated by various mowing
regimes.
Sampling transects were positioned along the longest diagonal line
cutting through the centre of the meadow; average length was 111 m
(range 65–215 m). Before each survey, the start, middle and end points
of transect lines as well as the 5-m intervals on both sides of the transect
were marked with coloured ﬂags to ensure better visibility. Transects
were walked in a single direction at a continuous, steady pace, alternating start points between surveys. All detected butterﬂies as well as their
perpendicular distance to the transect line were recorded. Visual identiﬁcation was performed, as far as feasible. In cases of identiﬁcation ambiguity, individuals were caught with a butterﬂy net, immediately
identiﬁed and released. For identiﬁcation we referred to the guides by
Tolman and Lewington (2012).
Six surveys were conducted during the main butterﬂy ﬂight season,
from the end of April to the beginning of September. Three surveys were
carried out before 15 June, one between 15 June and 15 July and two
after 15 July, these threshold dates corresponding to the timing of mowing operations. Surveys were conducted between 10:00 and 17:00 on
sunny, warm days with a minimal air temperature of 13 °C and a maximal wind speed of 3 Beaufort, as suggested by Pollard and Yates
(Pollard and Yates, 1993). The chronological order of meadow surveys
was randomised within a region on a given sampling day.
2.4. Data analysis
Initial analyses of abundance performed with distance sampling
models (DSMs), using the distsamp function of the Unmarked package
for R (Fiske and Chandler, 2011), showed that there were no signiﬁcant
differences in butterﬂy detectability among mowing regimes (Appendix
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S2). Further analyses were thus performed with conventional generalised linear mixed models (GLMMs) applied to the raw data, i.e. without
accounting for sampling distances, using the lmer function from the
package lme4 (Bates et al., 2011). An advantage of using GLMMs instead
of DSMs resided in the possible inclusion of the study sites as a random
factor in the models. Response variables were the number of individuals
in total, per family and per life-history group; numbers were
standardised to an average transect length of 100 m (Dover et al.,
2011). They were modelled with a Poisson error distribution. The
ﬁxed effects in the model were the three mowing regimes and, when
necessary, the sampling survey. The ﬁrst three surveys (before 15
June) were pooled in a single model because all meadows were then
in the same unmown stage (and sampling survey was added as a
ﬁxed effect). Any statistical differences obtained here would reﬂect cumulative effects (i.e. carry-over effects over three years) induced by the
application of the experimental mowing regimes since 2010. After 15
June, surveys were analysed separately because direct immediate (i.e.
within-year) and cumulative effects were interacting, while meadows
were no longer in the same vegetative stage. To better appraise the inﬂuence of the mowing regimes on the butterﬂy assemblage, the same
statistical analyses were then performed separately on the abundance
of different groups based on their life-history traits. For these analyses,
only the groups occurring in at least six out of twelve different study
sites were considered. Three categories of life-history traits were distinguished: 1) residency, with sedentary species with low vagility deﬁned
as resident (dispersion classes 1–4 in Settele and Reinhardt, 1999), versus non-resident (dispersion classes 5–9 in Settele and Reinhardt,
1999); 2) diet, with species deﬁned as being monophagous (caterpillars
feed on a single plant genus), oligophagous (caterpillars feed on a single
plant family) or polyphagous (caterpillars feed on two or more plant
families); and 3) voltinism, i.e. number of generations per year
(univoltine, bivoltine, or multivoltine). Accordingly, species were further classiﬁed as either specialist or generalist, with specialists being
resident species with a mono- or oligophagous diet and a maximum
of two generations per year. Life-history traits were derived from
Settele and Reinhardt (1999) and Geiger (1987).
Analyses of species richness (total and per life-history group) were
performed with linear mixed models (LMMs) using the same function
as for abundance, but assuming a Gaussian error distribution. While
the length of the transects differed among meadows, mean transect
lengths did not differ among the mowing regimes (mixed models
ANOVA: F2,32 = 1.468, P = 0.246), which indicates that any differences
between two mowing regimes are unlikely to be biased due to transect
length. In addition, species rarefaction curves showed that species number – according to transect length – reached the asymptote in all three
mowing regimes (Appendix S2). For these reasons, species richness
LMMs were run on the raw data without any “correction” for transect
length. Only life-history groups composed of more than four species,
and occurring in at least six out of the twelve study sites were analysed.
Pielou's evenness indices (J) were also analysed with LMMs. J = H/
ln(S), where H = the Shannon–Wiener index and S = number of species. This index, which peaks when all species are equally abundant
has the advantage to be independent from the total number of species
and thus comparable across studies. H (the Shannon–Wiener index)
was calculated from the abundance data summed-up over all surveys
using the function diversity of the package Vegan in R (Oksanen,
2014). The response variable was the index J, while ﬁxed effects were
the mowing regimes. All statistics were performed using R version
3.2.2 (R Core Team, 2015).

abundance in July and August. Pieridae prevailed during the ﬁrst three
surveys, but decreased in June. Members of Lycaenidae were always
present at a very low density until July but then dramatically increased
in numbers during the penultimate and ultimate surveys. Nymphalidae
were present across the whole season, but occurred mostly singly or at
very low density. Hesperidae and Papilionidae were always scarce while
Zygaenidae only emerged in August. Note that Satyridae have recently
been grouped within Nymphalidae, though here they were kept separated as in the referred guide (Tolman and Lewington, 2012). C- and
R-meadows were both cut on average 2.0 ± 0.3 (mean 2010–2013 ±
standard deviation) times per year, with the ﬁrst cut occurring on average on 20 June ±3.5 days. D-meadows were cut on average 1.5 ± 0.5
times a year, with the ﬁrst cut occurring on average on 21 July
±6.8 days.
3.1. Butterﬂy abundance
Mean butterﬂy abundance ranged from 1 to 20 individuals per
100 m of transect segment, with clear differences among mowing regimes and survey dates (Fig. 1; and Appendix S3 for detailed model outputs). Before mowing (surveys 1–3), butterﬂy abundance was
signiﬁcantly higher in D- and R- compared to C-meadows (D vs C: estimate, hereafter abbreviated as E, ±standard error = 0.47 ± 0.20, P =
0.017; R vs C: E = 0.54 ± 0.19, P = 0.005; note that estimates are on
the log scale). R- and D-meadows, however, did not differ signiﬁcantly
from one another. At the fourth survey (mid-season, between 15 June
and 15 July, i.e. when all but D-meadows had been cut) abundance
was signiﬁcantly higher in D- compared to C- and R-meadows (D vs C:
E = 1.62 ± 0.21, P b 0.001; R vs D: E = − 1.87 ± 0.23, P b 0.001),
while R did not differ from C. At survey ﬁve (when also D-meadows
had eventually been cut), C- and R- had signiﬁcantly higher butterﬂy
abundances than D-meadows (D vs C: E = −0.66 ± 0.12, P b 0.001; R
vs D: E = 0.76 ± 0.12, P b 0.001), while R- and C-meadows did not differ
from each other. Finally, at survey six, there were no longer any signiﬁcant differences among the three mowing regimes.
Results of the analyses of each life-history group are presented in detail in Appendix S3 (model outputs) and Appendix S4 (graphical outputs). In brief, densities of generalist species showed exactly the same
qualitative responses as the total mean butterﬂy densities throughout
the ﬂight season. Before the onset of mowing operations, resident species were signiﬁcantly more abundant in D- and R- compared to Cmeadows whereas non-residents did not show any differences. Similarly mono- and oligophagous species were also more abundant then in Dand R- compared to C-meadows, while specialists were still too scarce
to be modelled. Densities of polyphagous species did not differ among
mowing regimes, whereas multivoltine species were more abundant
in R- than C-meadows. At survey four, all groups, except the nonresident species, were signiﬁcantly more abundant in D- compared to
C- and R-meadows. Additionally, polyphagous densities were higher
in C- than in R-meadows. At survey ﬁve, all groups were less abundant
in D- compared to C- and R-meadows, but differences were not statistically signiﬁcant for mono- and oligophagous species or for specialist
species regarding abundance in D- vs C-meadows. At survey six, polyphagous and univoltine densities were higher in C- vs D-meadows, and
univoltine and generalist densities were higher in R- vs D-meadows.
No differences among mowing regimes were found in the other groups.
Note that the occurrence of bivoltine species was always too scarce to be
analysed.
3.2. Butterﬂy species richness and diversity

3. Results
A total of 1630 individuals of 39 butterﬂy species and 7 families were
found: Nymphalidae (n = 12 species); Pieridae (8); Lycaenidae (7);
Satyridae (7); Hesperidae (4); Papilionidae (1) and Zygaenidae
(1) (Table 1). Satyridae was the most abundant family, with peak

Mean (± standard error SE) species richness was 7.75 (± 1.23),
10.36 (±1.22) and 10.00 (±1.10), for C-, D- and R-meadows, respectively, but differences were not signiﬁcant (Fig. 2a). Similarly, butterﬂy
evenness (Pielou's index) did not differ statistically among mowing regimes (Fig. 2b). Regarding life-history groups, signiﬁcantly more
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Table 1
List of species with the number of individuals found per mowing regime (C, control regime: ﬁrst cut not before 15 June; D, delayed regime: ﬁrst cut delayed to 15 July; and R, refuge regime:
as C, but with uncut refuge left over 10–20% of meadow area). Red-list status (RL) based on the Swiss red list of butterﬂies (Wermeille et al., 2014), referring to IUCN status criteria (LC: least
concern; NT: nearly threatened; VU: vulnerable). Information is also provided on the diet (m = monophagous, o = oligophagous, p = polyphagous), residency (resident indicated with
yes), and voltinism (u = univoltine, b = bivoltine, m = multivoltine). The last column states if a species has been classiﬁed as a specialist (yes) or a generalist (no) overall in the present
study. Life-history traits were derived from Settele and Reinhardt (1999) and Geiger (1987).
Mowing regime
Species

Family

RL

C

D

R

Diet

Residency

Voltinism

Specialist

Aglais urticae
Araschnia levana
Brenthis daphne
Boloria dia
Inachis io
Issoria lathonia
Melitaea athalia
Melitaea parthenoides
Melitaea cinxia
Vanessa atalanta
Vanessa cardui
Poligonia c-album
Anthocharis cardamines
Colias crocea
Colias hyale
Gonepteryx rhamni
Pieris brassicae
Pieris napi
Pieris rapae
Leptidea sinapis
Celastrina argiolus
Cupido argiades
Lycaena phlaeas
Lycaena tityrus
Polyommatus icarus
Cyaniris semiargus
Aricia aegestis
Aphantopus hyperantus
Coenonympha pamphilus
Lasiommata megera
Maniola jurtina
Melanargia galathea
Pararge aegeria
Erynnis tages
Ochlodes venata
Thymelicus lineola
Thymelicus sylvestris
Papilio machaon
Zygaena ﬁlipendulae

Nymphalidae
Nymphalidae
Nymphalidae
Nymphalidae
Nymphalidae
Nymphalidae
Nymphalidae
Nymphalidae
Nymphalidae
Nymphalidae
Nymphalidae
Nymphalidae
Pieridae
Pieridae
Pieridae
Pieridae
Pieridae
Pieridae
Pieridae
Pieridae
Lycaenidae
Lycaenidae
Lycaenidae
Lycaenidae
Lycaenidae
Lycaenidae
Lycaenidae
Satyridae
Satyridae
Satyridae
Satyridae
Satyridae
Satyridae
Hesperidae
Hesperidae
Hesperidae
Hesperidae
Papillionidae
Zygaenidae

LC
LC
LC
NT
LC
LC
LC
VU
VU
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
NT
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC

1
1
0
1
2
0
0
0
1
0
20
0
2
43
7
0
10
65
17
5
0
7
0
2
16
5
1
1
22
3
253
26
0
0
0
7
0
3
6

4
0
2
0
1
4
12
2
0
3
7
1
1
19
2
1
15
61
17
5
2
10
1
1
53
33
0
3
20
3
206
13
2
3
1
1
0
6
2

5
1
0
1
4
2
0
0
0
1
12
0
2
41
16
3
20
64
38
1
1
6
1
2
34
8
0
0
32
1
210
39
0
0
1
8
3
3
24

m
m
m
m
p
p
o
m
m
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
o
p
m
o
m
p
p
p
p
p
o
m
m
o
o
o
o
p

no
no
yes
yes
no
no
yes
yes
yes
no
no
no
yes
no
no
no
no
no
no
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
yes

m
b
u
b
m
m
u
b
u
m
m
m
u
m
m
b
m
m
m
b
b
m
m
b
m
m
m
u
m
m
u
u
b
b
u
u
u
b
u

no
no
yes
yes
no
no
yes
yes
yes
no
no
no
yes
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
yes
no
yes
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
yes
no
yes
no
yes
yes
no
no

specialist (Fig. 3), non-resident and multivoltine species were recorded
in R- compared to C-meadows, whereas signiﬁcantly more mono- and
oligophagous species were found in D- compared to C-meadows (see
Appendices S5 and S6 for detailed model and graphical outputs). For
all other groups (i.e. residents, polyphagous, univoltine and generalists),
no differences were detected.
4. Discussion

Fig. 1. Seasonal (May–August 2013) abundance (mean numbers per 100 m of transect
segment ± SE) of butterﬂies in response to the three different mowing regimes
(control, delayed and refuge; see legend of Table 1 for more details). Each survey (1 to
6) is represented by a single date that corresponds to the average of the 2–7 days
needed to complete a full survey at all study sites.

This study shows that two simple modiﬁcations of mowing regimes
in extensively managed grasslands, namely delaying the ﬁrst possible
cut by one month (i.e. until 15 July) or leaving an uncut refuge while
mowing, had positive effects on butterﬂy abundance and number of
specialist species. To the best of our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst study
that has experimentally tested at the ﬁeld-scale the effects of alternative
mowing regimes, with a given regime being randomly attributed to a
meadow, on butterﬂy populations. The major advantage of such an experimental approach, over a traditional observational study (where
management regimes are not randomly applied to study sites), is that
it better accounts for confounding factors, such as the inﬂuence of surrounding landscape features or the fact that AES are systematically applied in more marginal, i.e. less optimal agricultural land. Therefore,
conclusions provide evidence-based management recommendations
(Sutherland et al., 2004) for effective butterﬂy conservation actions
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Fig. 3. Species richness of specialist butterﬂies in response to mowing regimes. For
mowing regime description, see legend of Table 1. Different letters indicate signiﬁcant
differences among regimes at an alpha-rejection level of 0.05. Box-plot features as
shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Response of butterﬂies to mowing regimes: (a) butterﬂy species richness; and
(b) butterﬂy evenness (Pielou's index). Box-plot median: bold line; mean: grey cross;
ﬁrst and third quartiles: box borders; interquartile distance multiplied by 1.5: whiskers;
open circles: outliers. NS means no signiﬁcant differences among regimes at an alpharejection level of 0.05. For mowing regime description, see legend of Table 1.

that are urgently needed. The study was carried out on the Swiss lowland Plateau, which has a similar climate and land-use pattern as western and central European countries. In addition, most of the sampled
species have European-wide distributions. Hence, these ﬁndings have
clear implications beyond Switzerland.
4.1. Butterﬂy abundance
Densities of butterﬂies were about 70% higher in D- and R-meadows
prior to any mowing operations (surveys 1–3) compared to Cmeadows. This demonstrates that measures implemented in
2010–2012 had positive cumulative effects (carry-over from one year
to the next years) discernible in spring 2013. It is likely that these two
alternative mowing regimes enhanced survival and reproductive success during the previous seasons. A similar cumulative phenomenon
has also been evidenced for orthopterans (Buri et al., 2013), wild bees
(Buri et al., 2014) and spiders subjected to the same experimental design. Interestingly, resident and specialist butterﬂies, which are more
sensitive to disturbance (Börschig et al., 2013), beneﬁted more from
these measures than generalists.

During the fourth survey, i.e. when all but D-meadows had been
mown and R-meadows harboured an uncut refuge, the delayed mowing
regime led to, on average, ﬁve times higher butterﬂy densities in D- than
in C- and R-meadows. This reﬂects a combination of immediate, within
season, and cumulative effects on the populations. The question remains, however, whether these butterﬂies stemmed from the same Dmeadow or whether they immigrated from nearby mown meadows
(Valtonen et al., 2006). Whatever the mechanism, D-meadows were
likely to enhance butterﬂy survival and fecundity, at least temporarily
(WallisDeVries et al., 2012). Satyridae, which were by far the most
abundant family in this survey, and Nymphalidae, dominated by the
newly emerged fritillaries species Melitaea athalia and Melitaea
parthenoides, were more abundant in D- compared to C- and Rmeadows (results not shown), which is not surprising as these butterﬂies are well known for their dependency on very low-intensity mowing regimes, usually tolerating only one to two grass cuts a year
(Dover et al., 2010; Settele and Reinhardt, 1999). Indeed, our delayed
regime resulted in an overall reduction of the number of cuts per year.
Similar positive or neutral effects of the D-regime were observed for
all life-history groups investigated, suggesting that most species
beneﬁted to some extent from prolonged resource availability. Rmeadows were expected to provide beneﬁts of the same kind as Dmeadows at the fourth survey, because they also offered prolonged
availability of resources such as nectar, although over a much smaller
area. Surprisingly, however, we found no evidence of such an effect, neither for the entire butterﬂy community, nor for life-history groups. The
problem might be methodological since the study by Kühne et al.
(2015) conducted within the same research programme has established
that butterﬂy density was, on average, three times higher within uncut
grass refuges compared to the mown fraction of the same R-meadow
(see also Lebeau et al., 2015). Our surveys were carried out along transect lines traversing the middle of a meadow, i.e. somewhat distant
from the grass refuges that had typically been installed along the meadow edge (L. Bruppacher personal observation). Because butterﬂies had
aggregated in the uncut grass refuges they remained largely undetected
during our surveys, underestimating abundances in R-meadows
(Kühne et al., 2015). Additionally, the advantage of an R-meadow for
butterﬂies detected during surveys 1–3 might lie more in the protection
of caterpillars and pupae against the direct damage caused by the harvesting machinery (Humbert et al., 2010a) than in the presence of nectar sources for adults.
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In the ﬁfth sampling survey, i.e. after D-meadows had eventually
been cut, relative butterﬂy abundances were inversed compared to
the situation in previous surveys, with signiﬁcantly lower densities in
D- than in C- and R-meadows. This can be attributed to an advanced
vegetation regrowth in the latter two meadows that had been mown
around mid-June. Resident species, dominated by the very common
species Maniola jurtina, increased in abundance in this survey, but
were less numerous in D-meadows compared to the other two regimes,
conﬁrming the post-mowing population breakdowns described by
Dover et al. (2010). Overall butterﬂy densities with narrow feedingniches (mono- and oligophagous species) slightly increased in the
ﬁfth survey, but by then R-meadows harboured higher densities than
C- and D-meadows. This supports the hypothesis that uncut grass refuges offer a greater variety of plants and more heterogeneous swards,
both of which are essential for butterﬂies with narrow feeding-niches
(Potts et al., 2009; Woodcock et al., 2009). In contrast, densities did
not signiﬁcantly differ between D- and C-meadows, suggesting that a
late mowing, here represented by the D-regime, would not constitute
a handicap for these species. Densities of specialist species culminated
during the ﬁfth survey, with higher abundance in R- than D-meadows,
but no difference in abundance between C- and R- or C- and Dmeadows was detected.
At the sixth survey, D-meadows had apparently once again become
attractive for butterﬂies. Actually, mean butterﬂy abundance was by
then comparable across all mowing regimes. As there were no restrictions regarding the timing of the second cut in our experimental setting,
meadow development was fairly heterogeneous around mid-August,
both within and among mowing regimes.

4.2. Butterﬂy species richness and diversity
Overall species richness did not differ statistically among mowing
regimes despite an apparent trend. D- and R-meadows harboured, on
average (±SE), 10.36 (±1.22) and 10.00 (±1.10) species, respectively,
compared to 7.75 (±1.23) in C-meadows. In other words, mean species
richness was 32% higher in D- and R-meadows than in C-meadows. In
Finland, Valtonen et al. (2006) recorded lower species richness of butterﬂies and diurnal moths in mid–summer mown road verges than in
late summer- and partially mown verges. They suggested, however,
that environmental factors other than mowing regimes strongly inﬂuence butterﬂy species richness along road verges (see also Perović
et al., 2015). In our fully-controlled experimental setting, environmental
factors might well have been a source of noise, reducing the strength of
ecological signals, but could not have caused any bias, thanks to a random allocation of experimental treatments to meadows. The analysis
of life-history groups revealed that specialist species were more frequent in R- than in C-meadows, conﬁrming the importance of nectar
sources and shelter sites that a diverse host plant assemblage offers to
sensitive species (Börschig et al., 2013). Butterﬂy diversity showed a
similar trend as species richness.
Meadow restoration is a relatively slow process, in which colonisation by new species is not only limited by local vegetation conditions, but is also affected by the presence, distance and connection
to source populations (Öckinger and Smith, 2006; Woodcock et al.,
2012). The positive effects on butterﬂy communities of the alternative regimes tested here can be expected to further increase with
the duration of the experiment, as well as the probability of colonisation events augmenting with time (Collinge, 2000). Patches of woodland in the immediate surrounding landscape (≤ 250 m) have also
been shown to have positive effect on butterﬂy species richness
and abundance within grasslands (Villemey et al., 2015). Nevertheless, the local quality of the habitat, and thus its management, is usually the most important factor for the butterﬂy community, in
particular for specialist species (e.g. Curtis et al., 2015; Krämer
et al., 2012; Thomas et al., 2001).
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4.3. Conclusions and management recommendations
The alternative mowing regimes experimentally tested in this study
signiﬁcantly beneﬁted grassland butterﬂy communities, in particular
species with specialised life-history traits. The delayed mowing regime
prolongs the availability of feeding sources at a period when mowing
causes a sudden and widespread collapse of vital resources across the
landscape. Another collateral effect of the delayed mowing regime is a
reduction in the number of cuts per season from an average of 2 cuts/
year to 1.5 cuts/year, which favours species that naturally have a low resilience to habitat disturbance (Hudewenz et al., 2012; Konvicka et al.,
2008). The refuge regime provides a continuous vegetation cover
throughout the season for caterpillars and pupae, as well as for species
with restricted dispersal and feeding potential, notably those which
are typically impacted by the mowing process (Humbert et al., 2010b;
Johst et al., 2006).
These results provide guidance for the development of
new evidence-based recommendations for butterﬂy restoration in
European farmlands that could be integrated into current and future
AES policies. As the two alternative mowing regimes favour butterﬂies
in different but complementary ways, we recommend implementing
them in parallel in the agricultural matrix. This study yields no information about the optimal spatial arrangement of these measures at the
landscape scale. However, in this respect, our ﬁeld-scale experiment
demonstrates that even localized implementation can contribute to increasing the effectiveness of AES (Batary et al., 2011; Ekroos et al.,
2014). An uncut grass refuge within AES extensively managed hay
meadows has already been implemented in some Swiss cantons as a
voluntary measure, and the uptake was high. For example in 2015,
37% (representing 2139 ha) of all lowland AES hay meadows in canton
Aargau and respectively 81% (representing 5301 ha) in canton Bern,
harboured a refuge. Since butterﬂies are recognized as being good
bioindicators (Thomas, 2005), delaying mowing and keeping uncut
grass refuges among meadowland would also favour other groups of arthropods that depend on a similar spatio-temporal heterogeneity of
farmland habitats. Finally, these alternative mowing regimes would
also readily apply to other managed grasslands such as road verges,
grassland nature reserves and canal banks where biodiversity conservation is also of concern.
Supplementary data to this article can be found online at http://dx.
doi.org/10.1016/j.biocon.2016.02.018.
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Ecological speciation is the process by which reproductively isolated populations emerge
as a consequence of divergent natural or ecologically-mediated sexual selection. Most
genomic studies of ecological speciation have investigated allopatric populations, making it
difficult to infer reproductive isolation. The few studies on sympatric ecotypes have focused
on advanced stages of the speciation process after thousands of generations of divergence.
As a consequence, we still do not know what genomic signatures of the early onset of ecological speciation look like. Here, we examined genomic differentiation among migratory
lake and resident stream ecotypes of threespine stickleback reproducing in sympatry in one
stream, and in parapatry in another stream. Importantly, these ecotypes started diverging
less than 150 years ago. We obtained 34,756 SNPs with restriction-site associated DNA
sequencing and identified genomic islands of differentiation using a Hidden Markov Model
approach. Consistent with incipient ecological speciation, we found significant genomic differentiation between ecotypes both in sympatry and parapatry. Of 19 islands of differentiation resisting gene flow in sympatry, all were also differentiated in parapatry and were thus
likely driven by divergent selection among habitats. These islands clustered in quantitative
trait loci controlling divergent traits among the ecotypes, many of them concentrated in one
region with low to intermediate recombination. Our findings suggest that adaptive genomic
differentiation at many genetic loci can arise and persist in sympatry at the very early stage
of ecotype divergence, and that the genomic architecture of adaptation may facilitate this.

Author Summary
Ecological speciation can be defined as the evolution of new, reproductively isolated, species driven by natural selection and ecologically-mediated sexual selection. Its genomic signature has mainly been studied in ecotypes and emerging species that started diverging
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hundreds to thousands of generations ago, while little is known about the very early stages
of species divergence. To fill this knowledge gap, we studied whether and how threespine
stickleback, which have adapted either to lake or to stream environments in less than 150
years, differ across their genomes. We found several segments of the genome to be clearly
divergent between lake and stream ecotypes, even when both forms breed side by side in
the same area. Strikingly, this genomic differentiation was mainly concentrated in one
region with low to intermediate recombination rates and clustered around genes controlling ecotype-specific phenotypic traits. Our findings suggest that genomic differentiation
can arise despite gene flow already very early at the onset of speciation, and that its occurrence may be facilitated by the genomic organization of genes that control traits involved
in adaptation and reproductive isolation.

Introduction
The question of how and why populations split and diverge into new species is foundational to
the field of evolutionary biology. Our ability to study the genetic basis of these processes has fundamentally changed with the next-generation sequencing revolution, which for the first time in
history allows biologists to study genome-wide changes associated with speciation at the levels of
individuals and populations [1]. In particular, speciation driven by divergent natural selection
and by ecologically-mediated sexual selection, termed ‘ecological speciation’ [2], has come into
the focus of speciation genomics. This is because genomic data allows us to make inferences on
the relationship between individual phenotype and genotype, to detect targets of selection and to
infer past and present gene flow among emerging species. The influences of gene flow, selection,
mating, standing genetic variation, the organization of genes in the genome and of geography on
speciation can now be investigated with unprecedented resolution.
Consequently, ecological speciation theory has increasingly explored more complex scenarios incorporating these factors, including predictions about how genome-wide patterns of
divergence reflect these processes [3–7]. Genetic differentiation is expected to be heterogeneous
across the genome, because loci under disruptive ecological selection, conferring extrinsic postzygotic reproductive isolation, will be more resistant to gene flow than the rest of the genome,
leading to elevated differentiation around these loci [3]. Other barrier loci conferring intrinsic
post-zygotic or pre-zygotic reproductive isolation can have similar effects. Collectively, these
genomic regions resistant to gene flow have been called ‘genomic islands of differentiation’
[5,8,9]. Such genomic islands are thought to be the points around which reproductive isolation
‘crystallizes’. They are expected to be more effective if they contain several genes involved in
adaptation or reproductive isolation with little recombination between them [10–14], for
example multiple adapted genes captured inside an inversion [15,16] or close to centromeres
[17]. This matters most when speciation happens in the face of considerable gene flow. At the
beginning of such speciation, only few islands of differentiation in the genome are expected to
be under sufficiently strong divergent selection to resist gene flow [3–6]. Unless the regions
under divergent selection also pleiotropically affect mate choice [18,19], gene flow is expected
to relatively freely occur across the rest of the genome at this stage. With increasing reproductive isolation, either because some of the selected loci will have effects on mating through linkage or pleiotropy [20], or because selection works on linkage disequilibrium between genomic
islands [21], the number of islands is predicted to increase and the rest of the genome should
start diverging due to background selection, selection unrelated to speciation and due to drift.
Some models predict further that islands would grow in size due to a local ‘spill over’ effect of
strong selection reducing effective gene flow at nearby, weakly selected mutations [5,22].
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Controversial origins of genomic islands
Several empirical studies have looked for such patterns in divergently adapted ecotypes, incipient species and incompletely isolated species with varying degrees of reproductive isolation
[23–30]. Most of them have revealed heterogeneous genomic differentiation across genomes
with islands of differentiation among ecotypes or species [8,23,24,26–29,31–36]. While some
studies found mainly many smaller islands of differentiation [24,26,28–30,32,33,35,36], others
found few large islands [8,27], and in some cases islands were associated with genomic regions
of reduced recombination, e.g. inside inversions [8,26,37]. Most authors have interpreted these
patterns as evidence for ongoing differential gene flow among incipient species, concluding
that speciation with gene flow might be common [e.g. 8,24,27,28,34,38]. However, this conclusion has been challenged as some of the observed patterns of genomic differentiation might
equally be explained by speciation without gene flow [39,40]. Indeed, when allopatric populations have no gene flow, heterogeneous differentiation across the genome is also expected due
to local adaptation, background selection and drift in each population interacting with variation in recombination and mutation rates [39–41]. Therefore, sympatric species that began to
speciate in allopatry before they established sympatry can also show this pattern.
In order to find genomic signatures of speciation with gene flow, it is therefore crucial to
distinguish between different possible causes of heterogeneous genomic divergence. One way
to address this is to investigate pairs of populations with independent evidence for current
gene flow and where a phase of geographical isolation can be ruled out. This is difficult for ecotypes or species for which divergence started several thousands to millions of generations ago
[42], as in most current speciation genomic studies. Instead, a focus on the very beginning of
the ecological speciation process, when recently emerged ecotypes have diverged for tens to a
few hundreds of generations without geographical isolation, does minimize uncertainty about
past and current gene flow. It has the caveat, though, that it is impossible to know whether the
ecotypes will continue to evolve towards distinct species and ultimately build diversity at macroevolutionary scales [1]. We here study very recently diverged ecotypes of the threespine stickleback (Gasterosteus aculeatus complex) that resemble older ecotypes and reproductively
isolated species of this complex that are well-studied elsewhere in the world [43].

Recent ecotype divergence in Lake Constance threespine stickleback
Threespine stickleback are a popular model for ecological speciation research because ecotypes
have repeatedly evolved many times across the Northern hemisphere, by adapting to different
habitats and evolving various degrees of reproductive isolation [43]. While most stickleback
ecotypes and species pairs started diverging soon after the retreat of the Pleistocene glaciers
~12,000 years ago [43] (but see [44,45]), stickleback were introduced into the Lake Constance
region only less than 150 years ago [46]. This date comes from the examination of detailed records on the fish of the Lake Constance region, reaching back several hundred years in time
[47–50], and from ichthyologic analyses of the distribution and natural history of stickleback
in that region, which all show that stickleback did not exist in the catchment until late in the
19th century [51,52]. A recent analysis suggested that stickleback had been present in the Lake
Constance region for at least 2,000 to 4,000 years and had colonized Lake Constance from the
upper Danube [53]. This is at odds with historical data that unequivocally document the
absence of stickleback from the middle and upper Danube until the 19th century, when stickleback were introduced both into the upper Danube and into the Lake Constance system [46–
52,54]. Mitochondrial phylogeographic analyses further suggest that the Lake Constance stickleback population originates from a North Eastern European lineage inhabiting the Southern
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Fig 1. Sampling sites in the Lake Constance area and lake and stream ecotypes of threespine
stickleback. (A) Map of Lake Constance. In stream 1, both ecotypes breed in sympatry and thus opportunity
for gene flow among ecotypes is geographically unconstrained, while in stream 2, ecotypes breed in distant
parapatry or effective allopatry, and geographical opportunity for gene flow is therefore strongly restricted. We
sampled stickleback early in the breeding season, during the migration of the lake ecotype into streams,
before site S1 in stream 1 was reached by lake stickleback, but when both migrant lake and resident stream
stickleback were present at intermediate sites S1a and S1b along stream 1. (B) Pictures show representative
males of both lake (L) and stream (S) ecotypes in full breeding colors, and alizarin-red stained to highlight
skeletal features.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1005887.g001

Baltic Sea catchments [46,55]. It is only around the middle of the 20th century that stickleback
have become common in Lake Constance and inflowing rivers [51].
Despite the recent colonization of Lake Constance, distinct lake and stream ecotypes have
already evolved in this system (cf. Fig 1B, [46,56]). Present day ecotypes differ in predator
defense morphology, feeding-related morphology, male nuptial coloration, ecology, growth,
and life history [56–59]. Stream stickleback are resident breeders in little streams around Lake
Constance, they grow to a smaller adult size, reproduce earlier, die younger, and have shorter
spines and smaller bony lateral plates than the lake ecotype [56–59]. Different from all previously studied lake-stream stickleback pairs, however, the lake stickleback that we study in Lake
Constance are potamodromous, meaning that in spring they migrate into streams to breed in
full sympatry with stream resident stickleback. Adults return to the lake after the breeding season as well as juveniles, where they spend most of their lives before returning to streams only
as breeding adults. The adults of these potamodromous lake stickleback have a more pelagic
diet than the stream resident fish, differ in feeding-related morphology, including longer gill
rakers and a more torpedo-shaped body typical for pelagic fish, have longer spines, and are
infested by more and a wider diversity of parasites [56–60].
Whether one of these ecotypes or a population of generalists was initially introduced to the
Lake Constance system is unknown. Historically, stickleback were first recorded in isolated
stream habitats [48,51]. From there they could have colonized the lake and adapted to this
novel habitat before they entered other effluent streams and underwent renewed bouts of adaptation, now again to stream habitats. Ancestral stream stickleback may also have colonized
other streams by long distance dispersal through the lake, before they adapted to and colonized
the lake environment. Alternatively, as the stickleback populations from Lake Constance and
the Eastern effluent streams are closely related to stickleback from catchments South of the Baltic Sea, where freshwater stickleback resemble typical marine stickleback in body armor
[61,62], these fish may have been preadapted to living in large lakes with many gape-limited
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predators and might have adapted to stream habitats only subsequently. Finally, given the presence of other distinct lineages of stickleback in Switzerland and Germany immediately West of
Lake Constance [46], it is possible that different sections of the Lake Constance catchment
have been colonized independently by different stickleback lineages as is suggested by some
phenotypic and genetic data. For instance, mtDNA haplotypes from the distinct Rhine and
Rhone lineages of stickleback are abundant in inlet streams of the Northern, Western and
South-Western shores of Lake Constance, alongside Baltic haplotypes [56]. Admixture with
these Western European populations, which were isolated from Eastern lineages for several ten
thousand years in ancient freshwater refugia [63,64] is also suggested by the presence of many
fish with reduced body armor in the more Western effluents of Lake Constance [53,56]. In contrast, lake and stream stickleback populations from the South-Eastern effluents of Lake Constance (Fig 1A) that we studied here, have the Baltic mitochondrial haplotype, are
predominately fully plated (S7B Fig, [46,59]), are very closely related in microsatellite and
AFLP markers [46,55] and show little if any genomic introgression from Rhine and Rhone
stickleback populations [55]. Yet they have evolved phenotypically distinctly different lake and
stream ecotypes [58,59,65].
Here we study genomic differentiation among these young lake and stream ecotypes in two
streams, each containing breeding populations of both resident stream and potamodromous
lake ecotypes (Fig 1A). In one long stream, the breeding sites of the ecotypes are separated by
many kilometers of less suitable habitat, which likely exceeds within-generation migration abilities of lake stickleback [cf. 56,66], such that this ecotype pair can be considered to breed in
effective allopatry or, more conservatively, in distant parapatry. Parapatry or allopatry is typical
of all lake and stream stickleback ecotypes studied to date [43,66–69], including previous work
on Lake Constance [46,56,59], and also of many marine and freshwater ecotypes [43]. In the
other, shorter stream, migratory lake stickleback breed alongside resident stream stickleback in
full sympatry (Fig 1A) at the same time of the year (S1 Fig) and lake fish outnumber stream
fish in large parts of the stream, providing ample opportunity for interbreeding, and thus
potentially allowing high levels of gene flow between ecotypes. We took advantage of the
migratory behavior of the lake ecotype and we sampled stickleback at different sites along this
stream early in the breeding season, just after the spawning run of the lake ecotype had started
and before the most upstream site was reached by lake stickleback. We were thus able to collect
both ecotypes separately at the opposite ends of the stream gradient, and also at the same sites
in the middle sections of the stream (Fig 1A).

Frequent parapatry, rare sympatry
Previous population genomic studies of parapatric stickleback ecotypes have shown the presence of parallel genome-wide differentiation between marine and many independently derived
freshwater ecotypes from around the Northern hemisphere [24–26,45]. In contrast, almost no
genomic parallelism has been found in previous studies that compared parapatric, non-migratory lake and stream ecotypes from different river systems [32,36,70]. A recent natural experiment demonstrated that repeated marine-freshwater differentiation can emerge after only a
few decades of adaptation in allopatry [45]. However, whether genomic divergence can emerge
in sympatry (or close parapatry) on such a short timescale or be maintained in sympatry after
just a few decades of divergence is unknown. The only known sympatric stickleback ecotypes,
seven cases of largely reproductively isolated limnetic and benthic lake stickleback species from
lakes in British Columbia [43,71], have diverged for a much longer time, several thousand
years [25,72], and now show parallel genomic differentiation in sympatry that likely originated
from double colonization of these lakes from the same marine source populations [25].
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Table 1. Sampling site information.
Site

Habitat

Name

Catchment

Coordinates N / E
0

0

Year

N
20

L1

lake inlet

Altenrhein

Seegraben

47°29 08@ / 9°32 37@

2009/12

S1a

Stream

Seegraben airport

Seegraben

47°290 02@ / 9°330 29@

2009/12

10

S1b

Stream

Seegraben Pfaffenbrüggli

Seegraben

47°280 55@ / 9°330 50@

2012

10

S1

Stream

Seegraben Buriet

Seegraben

47°280 43@ / 9°330 30@

2012

21

L2

lake inlet

Marina Rheinhof

Rheintaler Binnenkanal

47°290 55@ / 9°330 25@

2013

10

S2

Stream

Oberriet

Rheintaler Binnenkanal

47°190 38@ / 9°340 24@

2007/09

20

doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1005887.t001

A case of sympatrically breeding lake and stream stickleback ecotypes has not been studied
before and should thus, in comparison with a ‘standard’ parapatric contrast that we also investigated, provide insight into the effects of strong versus weak gene flow on the population genomics of ecotype divergence. We identify several regions in the genome that carry divergence
islands which are robust to gene flow, suggesting that our sympatrically breeding ecotypes are
indeed incipient species and not phenotypically plastic life history morphs. We ask if predictions from ecological speciation with gene flow models hold when we compare lake-stream
ecotype pairs in different geographical settings. For instance, to the extent that speciation is
constrained by gene flow, we expect lower average genomic differentiation, a smaller number
of islands of differentiation and less heterogeneity in genomic differentiation in the sympatric
than in the parapatric contrast. Furthermore, we predict that parallel divergent selection across
multiple habitat transitions (i.e. between the lake and these two streams), acting on similar initial standing genetic variation present in the colonizing lineage, should lead to an overlap
between the genomic islands of differentiation in both streams. Independent of what phenotype was ancestral and in what direction colonization of habitats happened (i.e. a transition
first from a stream to a lake population followed by transition back from the lake to other
streams, or multiple transitions from a lake population to different stream populations), such
parallel genomic islands should reveal genomic regions under habitat-driven divergent selection. Our findings shed light on the interactions of divergent selection, gene flow, standing
genetic variation and genomic organization at the earliest stage of ecological speciation.

Results
Genomic variation and differentiation
We sequenced restriction-site associated DNA (RAD) tags of 91 threespine stickleback collected at six sites along the two streams flowing into Lake Constance and at their inlets into the
lake (Fig 1A, Table 1). After filtering for high-quality genotypes (see Materials and Methods),
we obtained a genotype dataset of 3,183,890 bp nuclear DNA sequence containing 34,756 biallelic SNPs, including 15,092 SNPs with minor allele frequency greater than 1% at an average
sequencing depth per individual ranging between 43 and 148x. We noticed increased mean FIS
estimates in populations L1, S1 and S2 (Fig 2B), suggesting an excess of homozygotes in these
populations. This could be due to real inbreeding, but it is more likely caused by the presence
of PCR duplicates (see Material and Methods) leading to an excess of apparently homozygous
genotypes, a well-known feature of single-end RAD tag sequencing [73,74] mimicking inbreeding, and thus effectively reducing the number of sampled chromosomes [75]. We accounted
for this excess of homozygotes by allowing for inbreeding in the estimation of F-statistics, and
by explicitly incorporating FIS estimates in the detection of outlier loci (see Material and Methods). Furthermore, instead of using genotypes, we used one randomly picked allele per individual and site for Bayesian clustering, PCA and nucleotide diversity analyses. Subsets of the
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genotype datasets outlined above thus included a 3,183,890 site allele dataset with one allele per
individual and site as well as a SNP allele dataset containing 24,784 SNPs with minor allele frequency above 1%.
The first and second axes of a principal component analysis (PCA, Fig 2A) separate the
migratory lake and stream resident populations. The parapatric stream site S2 separates from
the geographically nearest lake site along PC1 (ANOVA, F1,89 = 581.5, p < 0.001), whereas
PC2 separates individuals of the other, shorter stream from the sympatrically breeding migratory lake fish (Fig 2A). In particular fish from the most upstream site S1 in this shorter stream
were most distinct on PC2 (ANOVA, F1,89 = 106.9, p < 0.001) from the fish caught further
downstream and those caught in the lake inlet (Fig 2A). These patterns translated into significant mean pairwise FST between the most upstream site in the sympatric stream S1 and the
downstream stream sites as well as the lake inlet site L1, and also between the parapatric stream
site S2 and its corresponding lake site L2 (Fig 2B). Stickleback from both upstream stream sites
were also significantly differentiated from each other, while there was no significant differentiation either between the two lake sites or between these lake sites and the downstream sites in
the sympatric stream (S1a and S1b, Fig 2B), suggesting that the migratory lake stickleback form
a single population. The genetic resemblance of most S1a and S1b individuals to lake stickleback (Fig 2A) is in line with field observations: individuals collected at S1a and S1b were phenotypically mostly lake ecotypes caught during their upstream breeding migration, whereas
resident stream ecotypes were relatively rare at these sites and were most common at site S1.
Assignment of individuals by a Bayesian clustering algorithm implemented in STRUCTURE
supported this presence of predominantly lake ecotypes but also revealed some stream ecotypes
at sites S1b and S1a (S2 and S3 Figs). This analysis also showed that some intermediate individuals occur at L1, S1a, S1b and S1, indicative of ongoing gene flow.

Distribution of genetic differentiation across the genome
In the stream where breeding is sympatric (L1 vs. S1), we found a large region on chromosome
VII and three smaller regions on chromosomes X and XI that show elevated differentiation

Fig 2. Genomic variation within and average differentiation between sampling sites. (A) Principal
component analysis: PC1 separates site S2 individuals from the rest, while PC2 separates S1 individuals
from the rest. Fill colors indicate the habitat in which individuals were caught, four stream habitat sites
(orange) and two lake shore sites (black). PC analysis is based on the 24,784 SNP allele dataset with minor
allele frequency >1%. (B) F-statistics: between sampling sites pairwise weighted average FST and FITstatistics are shown below and above the diagonal respectively, FIS for each sampling site on the diagonal.
Stars indicate values significantly different from zero (permutation test, >16,000 permutations, p<0.001). Fstatistics are based on the 34,756 SNP genotype dataset.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1005887.g002
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Fig 3. Distribution of pairwise differentiation (FST) across the genome. Panels A and B show comparisons between sites with similar habitat (A) lakelake (parapatric), (B) stream-stream (allopatric). Panels (C) and (D) show the two replicate lake-stream comparisons L1/S1 (sympatric breeding) and L2/S2
(parapatric breeding; see S4 Fig for other pairwise comparisons). Grey dots show single SNP pairwise FST estimates and black lines show FST means (bold)
and 95%-quantiles (thin) in 2 Mb wide, non-overlapping windows across the genome. Windows with elevated differentiation are highlighted with blue
background frames (mean FST > 0.05) and red background bars (95%-quantile FST > 0.25).
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1005887.g003

between lake and stream ecotypes, while there was very little differentiation across the rest of
the genome (mean pairwise FST in 2 Mb windows close to zero, Fig 3C). In contrast, our comparison of parapatric ecotypes (L2 vs. S2) revealed more genomic regions with elevated pairwise FST (Fig 3D), including the large region of elevated differentiation on chromosome VII
that appeared in the sympatric lake-stream pair too, but was neither present in lake-lake nor
stream-stream comparisons (Fig 3A and 3B). We measured heterogeneity in genome-wide differentiation by computing the coefficient of variation (CV) for pairwise FST in non-overlapping
2 Mb windows across the genome (see Materials and Methods). As expected, we found lower
heterogeneity in genome-wide differentiation between lake and stream stickleback where
breeding is sympatric (median CVS1vsL1 = 3.38) than where they breed in distant parapatry
(median CVS2vsL2 = 4.03). A heterogeneous pattern of genome-wide differentiation was also
found when the two most upstream stream sites were compared against each other (Fig 3B),
whereas almost no genome-wide differentiation was seen between the two lake sites (Fig 3A).
We defined ‘genomic islands of differentiation’ as genomic regions with an accumulation of
unusually strongly differentiated SNPs (outlier loci; [76]) showing high differentiation measured over all populations grouped hierarchically (‘hierarchical FST’, see Materials and Methods). We identified 1,251 SNPs (3.6%) as outliers in our dataset at the 5% alpha level and 242
SNPs (0.7%) at the 1% alpha level, close to what would be expected by chance. Importantly,
however, these outliers were not randomly distributed across the genome and instead more
clustered than expected even after accounting for variation in recombination rate (Ripley’s K
function using genetic distances, S5 Fig). To infer the location and extent of ‘genomic islands
of differentiation’, we followed a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) approach that assigns each
SNP to one of three differentiation states, ‘genomic background’, regions of ‘exceptionally low’
and ‘exceptionally high’ differentiation ([76], see Materials and Methods). We identified 37
genomic regions of ‘exceptionally high’ differentiation considered here as ‘genomic islands of
differentiation’ (Fig 4B). No regions of ‘exceptionally low’ differentiation remained significant
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Fig 4. Genomic islands of differentiation among Lake Constance stickleback and distribution of Quantitative Trait Loci (QTL). (B) Of 37 genomic
islands of differentiation identified in Lake Constance stickleback, 19 showed parallel differentiation between lake and stream ecotypes both in sympatry and
parapatry (IPDs, black vertical bars), while non-parallel differentiation in 18 further islands (INDs, grey vertical bars) were mainly driven by differentiation
between the parapatric ecotype comparison only. Dots show SNPs assigned to genomic islands of differentiation (orange) or the neutral genomic
background (dark grey). (A) QTLs for traits previously studied among Lake Constance ecotypes and their overlap with parallel islands are shown. The left
grey column indicates if traits have previously been found to be divergent among Lake Constance ecotypes (‘Y’ = yes) or not (‘N’ = no). Significant clustering
of parallel islands inside QTLs for trait groups are indicated by asterisks in the right grey column. Blocks indicate 95% QTL confidence intervals (extent along
x-axis) and effect sizes (color). References for phenotypic data: 1[59], 2[57], 3[65], 4[56] and S7B Fig, 5[46], 6S7A Fig. (C) Recombination rates across the
stickleback genome estimated by Roesti et al. [77].
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1005887.g004

after correcting for multiple tests (see Materials and Methods). These 37 genomic islands of differentiation were spread across 11 of the 20 autosomes, with a concentration on chromosome
VII (Fig 4B). Each island consisted of 1 to 26 SNPs, spanning up to 990 kb in size (S1 Table).
The presence of islands of differentiation was overall negatively associated with recombination
rates (Fig 4C, S2 Table). This association was mostly driven by the accumulation of islands on
chromosome VII, clustering in a genomic region showing low to intermediate levels of recombination (S6 Fig) and further islands falling into such regions on chromosomes IV, IX and XV
(S2 Table, Fig 4). However, if the same test was repeated for each chromosome, the strength of
this association varied and was even positive on chromosome II (S2 Table), where a genomic
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Fig 5. Allele frequencies of parallel lake-stream differentiation SNPs in 19 islands of parallel lake-stream differentiation. Pie charts represent allele
frequencies at the sites S1, S2, L1 and L2 of parallel divergent SNPs within parallel islands. Light and dark blue segments show the respective proportions of
stream-like and lake-like alleles at those sites. Star-like dots show SNPs indicative of parallel lake-stream differentiation, while color coding of dots and
vertical bars are as in Fig 4.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1005887.g005

island falls into a high recombination region (Fig 4C). Moreover, some of the strongest localized reductions of recombination in the stickleback genome such as on chromosome I [77] are
not differentiated among the studied populations (Fig 4C). Thus, genomic islands of differentiation identified in our study are not exclusively bound to low recombination regions.
We observed parallel allele frequency changes between the lake ecotype population and
both resident stream ecotype populations from the two streams in 19 of the 37 genomic islands
of differentiation (Figs 4B and 5). Importantly, very few of these 19 islands were differentiated
between the two stream ecotype populations or among lake ecotypes sampled at sites L1 and
L2 (Fig 3). These ‘islands of parallel differentiation’ are thus prime candidates for harboring
genes involved in ecological speciation. Interestingly, 12 of the 19 parallel islands clustered in a
10.5 Mb stretch on chromosome VII with low to intermediate recombination (S6 Fig), and the
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Fig 6. Nucleotide diversity inside and outside genomic islands for each population. Genomic islands of parallel differentiation (IPDs) show on average
a slightly but not significantly higher diversity than both the genomic background and genomic islands of non-parallel differentiation (INDs) in all populations
and diversity did not differ between populations. Nucleotide diversity was calculated in non-overlapping windows spanning multiple RAD-loci that together
contained 2,500–2,685 sequenced bases. Windows were grouped into genomic background (n = 1,104 windows, filled violin plots), overlapping with nonparallel islands (n = 17, triangles) and with parallel islands (n = 25, circles) and tested for group differences in mean nucleotide diversity using t-tests (n.s.: not
significant; *: Bonferroni-adjusted p-value < 0.05). Marker color indicates how extreme genomic island diversity is compared to the genomic background.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1005887.g006

highest levels of pairwise differentiation were observed in this region (Fig 3C). Furthermore,
one other parallel island found on chromosome I is located in a region that has previously been
described as an inversion segregating between marine and freshwater stickleback [25]. The
remaining six parallel islands were each found on different chromosomes (III, IV, IX, XII and
XIII, Figs 4B and 5, S1 Table). All but one parallel islands contained multiple SNPs differentiated among ecotypes breeding in sympatry (S1 Table).
These 19 parallel islands appear to be rather robust to gene flow given the significant allele
frequency differentials observed among the sympatric ecotypes. On the other hand, islands of
non-parallel differentiation seem mainly driven by large frequency differentials only in the
parapatric ecotype comparison (L2 vs. S2), which were not differentiated between ecotypes
breeding in sympatry (S1 Table). Overall, parallel islands that are robust to gene flow were
associated with regions of low to intermediate recombination rate, also including a single case
within a known inversion polymorphism region [26], while the association between presence
of islands with non-parallel differentiation and recombination was much weaker and the sign
of this association varied across chromosomes (S2 Table). Islands with non-parallel differentiation showed on average slightly but not significantly lower diversity than both the genomic
background and that found in parallel islands (Fig 6), which is compatible with the action of
background selection, with a past selective sweep pre-dating the population splits or with multiple local selective sweeps leading to non-parallel differentiation between sampling sites. Parallel islands showed on average slightly higher levels of nucleotide diversity than the genomic
background and diversity levels did not differ between sampling sites (Fig 6). The observed
increase in diversity is compatible with selection on standing genetic variation and notably the
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highest diversity among parallel islands is found in chromosome VII islands 7.6 and 7.2, consistently across all sampling sites (Fig 6). The only parallel islands with reduced diversity show
the same reduction in all populations (islands 13.1, 12.3 and 7.12, Fig 6), possibly due to background selection, a past sweep or multiple sweeps in each population with the same alleles
favored in the respective habitat. We thus have little evidence for hard selective sweeps in parallel islands, although incomplete sweeps may not have led to a reduction in diversity yet. Rather,
our data suggests that selection on standing genetic variation was acting in both stream and
lake environments, or that sweeps have not been completed in either environment, as we
observe similar levels of elevated diversity in both habitats.
We classified the two alleles of SNPs showing parallel allele frequency changes between the
lake ecotype and both populations of stream ecotypes either as lake-like or stream-like according to their major frequency (Figs 5 and S8). A PCA based on these SNPs only (Fig 7) recovered
the distribution of ecotypes over sampling sites: most individuals from sympatric stream sites
S1a and S1b showed a lake-like genomic signature, but one and three of ten individuals at sites
S1a and S1b respectively did show a stream-like genomic signature (Fig 7). As expected, a
stream-like genomic signature was shown by a majority of the fish at site S1, with only four of
twenty individuals displaying lake-like genotypes (Fig 7). None of the 20 fish at site S2 showed
a lake-like genomic signature, and none of the 30 fish at lake sites L1 and L2 showed streamlike genomic signatures. We observed increased levels of linkage disequilibrium (LD) among
almost all chromosome VII islands at site S1a and to a lesser extent at S1b and S1, while stickleback from the lake sites L1, L2 and the parapatric stream site S2 revealed two haplotype blocks
on chromosome VII (S9 Fig). These patterns of LD are in line with the presence of both ecotypes in sympatry at sites S1a, S1b and S1. There was overall little LD between islands located
on different chromosomes, except for islands 1.4, 4.1 showing some LD with islands on chromosome VII at sites S1a and S1b, and islands 9.4 and 13.1 showing elevated LD with each
other and with chromosome VII islands at sites S1 and S1b (S9 Fig), again in agreement with
the presence of both ecotypes in sympatry at sites S1a, S1b and S1, and gene flow between

Fig 7. Principal component analysis of parallel lake-stream differentiation SNPs. PC1 separates
migratory lake and resident stream ecotypes based on the SNPs found in parallel genomic islands of lakestream differentiation shown in Figs 4B and 5(n = 75). Individuals with both lake-like and stream-like genomic
signatures occur at stream sites S1a, S1b and S1, but lake ecotypes dominated at sites S1a and S1b, while
stream ecotypes were most common at S1. Only stream ecotypes occurred at site S2 and only lake ecotypes
at sites L1 and L2. Fill colors indicate the habitat in which individuals were caught, four stream habitat sites
(orange) and two lake shore sites (black).
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1005887.g007
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them. Similarly, lake populations L1 and L2 displayed elevated LD between islands 12.3, 12.5
and islands on chromosome VII.

Trait associations with islands of parallel differentiation robust to gene
flow
The 19 parallel islands robust to gene flow overlap with 207 quantitative trait loci (QTLs) that
have been previously identified in other stickleback populations (Fig 4A, S3 Table, [78–103]).
Ten of these QTLs are major effect QTLs located on chromosomes IV and VII, while the other
QTLs are reported to have minor to moderate effect sizes (Figs 4A and S6 and S3 Tables). We
grouped QTLs into 32 phenotypic traits and tested if the 19 parallel islands clustered inside any
of these traits more than expected by chance. For this, we permuted the positions of the 19 parallel islands across the genome, both on the physical and on the genetic map to account for
recombination rate variation biasing confidence intervals of QTLs (see Materials and Methods). This test identified a significant clustering of parallel islands inside QTLs for 11 of 32
traits (Figs 4A, S10 and S11). We checked if our lake and stream ecotypes were phenotypically
divergent in these traits [56–59,65]. Six of these 11 traits with clustering of parallel islands concerned divergent traits: male breeding coloration and most defense morphology related traits
such as first and second dorsal spine, pelvic spine, pelvic girdle morphology and lateral plate
width (Fig 4A). Three of the remaining five traits with clustering of parallel islands inside their
QTLs have not been studied yet among Lake Constance ecotypes (S11 Fig), while the last two
traits, jaw morphology and lateral plate number, are not divergent among Lake Constance ecotypes studied here (Figs 4A and S7B). 21 traits did not show significant clustering of parallel
islands inside their QTLs, while many of them are still overlapping with parallel islands, including traits divergent among Lake Constance ecotypes such as head shape, body size, lateral plate
height, body depth and body shape [56–59,65]. However, two of these traits without clustering,
body depth and body shape, have been shown to be controlled largely by phenotypic plasticity
in response to the environment among these Lake Constance ecotypes [65].

Candidate targets of selection
We searched the 19 parallel islands for genes that might be candidate targets of divergent selection between ecotypes. They contained 243 Ensembl predicted genes, including 208 genes with
a known ortholog in human or zebrafish (S4 Table, [104,105]). No enrichment of gene ontology terms was found in this gene set. However, a few of these genes might be candidate targets
for divergent selection between habitats or life histories because they are involved in the development of traits that are divergent among ecotypes. For instance, beta-1,3-glucuronyltransferase 3 (b3gat3), positioned in island 7.6, is involved in cartilage and gill structure
morphogenesis in zebrafish [106–109]; phospholipase C beta 3 (plcb3), in island 7.6, is involved
in cartilage and viscerocranium morphogenesis, influencing gill raker and pharyngeal jaw
development [110–113]. Similarly, integrin alpha 5 (itga5, island 12.5) is involved in pharyngeal arch, head and eye development [104,114,115] and claudin 7a (cldn7a, island 7.9, [116])
and phosphatidylinositol 4-kinase type 2 beta (pi4k2b, island 9.4, [117]) are involved in head
development. In addition, ring finger protein 41 (rnf41, island 12.5) is involved in melanocyte
differentiation [118], thus potentially influencing pigmentation and camouflage. Fras1 related
extracellular matrix 1a (frem1a, island 7.12) is involved in morphogenesis of pectoral, caudal,
anal and dorsal fin as well as pharyngeal jaw [110,119], and meiosis 1 associated protein
(M1AP, island 7.7) is involved in spermatogenesis, thus possibly a target of sexual selection
[104]. H6 family homeobox 4 (hmx4, island 7.2) is involved in retinal cone development and
retinoic acid biosynthesis and might thus be relevant to vision and thus possibly to adaptation
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to deeper water habitats in the lake versus shallow stream habitats and also mate choice
[120,121]. While we lack full sequences of any gene in the stickleback genome, our RADsequencing data contained two non-synonymous SNPs in the genes plcb3 and M1AP, that both
show high and parallel lake-stream differentiation. A pairwise FST = 0.50 in the sympatric (L1
vs. S1) and FST = 0.43 in the parapatric comparison was estimated for the non-synonymous
SNP within plcb3 and FST = 0.35 and FST = 0.57 for sympatric and parapatric comparisons
respectively for the non-synonymous SNP in M1AP.

Discussion
Genomic signatures of ecotype formation in the presence of gene flow
We characterized genomic differentiation among very young lake and stream stickleback ecotypes, breeding in sympatry and in distant parapatry in two different streams, to understand
processes acting at what might be the onset of ecological speciation. Our first and perhaps
most salient result is that ecotypes are genetically differentiated at multiple places in the
genome, both in sympatry and in parapatry. Hence we can rule out that these very young ecotypes are maintained by adaptive phenotypic plasticity only. Instead, significant genomic differentiation has arisen within less than 150 generations of evolution since the arrival of
stickleback in Lake Constance. Because differentiation is found not just in parapatry but also in
sympatry, our results are consistent with the incipient stage of ecological speciation. In the following we will discuss the evidence and attempt inferences of evolutionary mechanisms from
our genomic data.
Different from previous lake-stream stickleback studies, we investigated pairs of resident
stream and potamodromous lake ecotype, the latter breeding in streams but spending most of
its adult life in the lake. Combined with the migratory behavior of the latter, our sampling of
both ecotypes from a short and a long stream gradient allowed us to compare phenotypically
and ecologically very similar pairs of ecotypes where breeding is sympatric in one but parapatric in the other pair (Fig 1). Of the 37 genomic islands of differentiation identified in this system, 19 islands distributed across eleven chromosomes showed differentiation between the
ecotypes breeding in sympatry. These islands thus persist in the face of gene flow (S1 Table). In
contrast, where ecotypes breed in distant parapatry, all 37 genomic islands (Fig 3, S1 Table)
show differentiation among the ecotypes, including the 19 islands also differentiated among
the sympatrically breeding ecotypes. Both the heterogeneity of genome-wide differentiation
and the average level of differentiation are higher in the parapatric comparison where there is
much less opportunity for gene flow, in keeping with models of ecological speciation with gene
flow [3–6]. Remarkably, all genomic islands with differentiation in sympatry thus showed differentiation in parapatry too, with the same alleles favored in the same ecotype (Fig 5). Some of
these parallel islands, islands 1.3, 7.9, 7.10 and 7.13 (S3 Tab.), overlap with SNPs identified as
divergent between the lake ecotype and stream ecotype populations North, West and SouthWest of Lake Constance [53]. While genetic drift, background selection, or local adaptation
could all have created islands in a single contrast, islands that are repeatedly divergent between
the lake ecotype and two stream ecotype populations, with the same alleles favored in the same
habitat and with divergence persisting in the face of gene flow, suggest that habitat- and/or lifehistory-associated divergent selection have led to their emergence.
A striking feature of these islands of parallel differentiation that are found both in sympatry
and in parapatry in Lake Constance stickleback is that they overlap with many QTLs and cluster in some QTLs for traits that are clearly differentiated between these ecotypes (Fig 4A) [56–
59,65]. Although most QTLs have been identified in different populations, possibly with other
causative mutations, the same genes might be involved in controlling the traits that differ
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among Lake Constance stickleback ecotypes. Many ecologically relevant traits controlling e.g.
defense morphology and head shape are among these overlapping traits, as well as two traits,
body size and male coloration, that are relevant to mate choice and thus possibly to pre-zygotic
reproductive isolation. Body size often differs between migratory and resident stream fish life
history morphs, not just in stickleback [122]. Lake Constance migratory lake fish are much
larger than the stream residents [56,58] and body size is known to often mediate assortative
mating in stickleback [123]. In addition, we identified a number of candidate genes within the
islands of parallel differentiation that may underlie phenotypes under natural and sexual selection that diverge between the Lake Constance ecotypes. Phenotypic plasticity in some traits
[65] might be responsible for additional differences between ecotypes and may also have
reduced the power to detect associations between some of the phenotypic differences and genomic differences. The associations between islands of parallel differentiation and QTLs for divergent traits we observed support the view that divergent selection between migratory and
resident life histories and lake and stream habitats underlies the genomic divergence persisting
in sympatry.
That the genomic basis of various ecologically relevant traits is often highly clustered on a
few chromosomes in stickleback [96] may have facilitated the simultaneous divergent evolution
of multiple phenotypic traits: several feeding and defense morphology trait QTLs as well as
male coloration QTLs are clustered on chromosomes IV and VII (Fig 4A). Divergent selection
on any gene in these regions could then possibly have led to phenotypic divergence in several
other traits, given sufficient standing genetic variation and linkage disequilibrium in that genomic region. Furthermore, given that both adaptation and reproductive isolation traits are
located in these regions, divergent selection in these genomic regions may serve as a nucleus
for ecological speciation. Most of the genomic islands of parallel differentiation are found in a
region of low to intermediate recombination on chromosome VII, which shows the highest
level of pairwise differentiation in sympatry (Fig 3C) and in parapatry in our populations (Fig
3D) and also among the lake population and two stream populations North and West of Lake
Constance [53]. Furthermore, the parallel island 1.3 (S3 Table), also found divergent between
three stream populations North, West and South-West of Lake Constance and the lake ecotype
[53], overlaps with a region known to be polymorphic for an inversion that differentiates
marine and freshwater stickleback [26], suggesting that this inversion could potentially be polymorphic and suppressing recombination in this pair too [53]. These observations are consistent with models and evidence that the recombination landscape may influence adaptation and
ecological speciation the face of gene flow [6,15,26]. Nevertheless, genomic islands of differentiation in our sympatric stickleback ecotypes are not exclusive to regions of low recombination
(S2 Table), suggesting that recombination rate variation alone cannot explain the overall differentiation patterns we observe. Rather, the interaction of life history-driven and/or habitatdriven divergent selection with recombination rate variation and gene flow seem to determine
patterns of genomic differentiation. Furthermore, that several unlinked genomic regions
beyond chromosome VII diverge in parallel suggests that either many genomic targets are
under correlated divergent selection, that partial reproductive isolation has evolved or that a
combination of both is maintaining the genomic differences between these ecotypes in sympatry, a situation that is thought to characterize the beginnings of ecological speciation [2].
This observation is consistent with the hypothesis that genomic islands with large and pleiotropic effects may act as seeds for ecological speciation with gene flow, when selection favors linkage disequilibrium between such a region and genes elsewhere in the genome [1].
Heterogeneous genomic divergence with islands of differentiation is also expected under
scenarios of divergence without gene flow [14,40], but this could only occur if complete reproductive isolation had already evolved among now sympatrically breeding lake and stream
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stickleback. This seems rather unlikely: first, there is no evidence that any pair of stickleback
ecotypes studied before has reached complete reproductive isolation after less than many thousand generations of divergence. Second, our results suggest ongoing gene flow as we observe
that the geographical opportunity for gene flow is negatively related to the number of islands
that show differentiation in the ecotype pairs (S1 Table) and to the magnitude of pairwise differentiation within islands (Fig 3). Furthermore, genetically intermediate individuals between
lake and stream ecotypes occur where they breed in sympatry, as suggested by genome-wide
variation (Figs 2A and S2) and by patterns of variation and LD in genomic islands of parallel
differentiation (S8 and S9 Figs).

Comparisons with older stickleback ecotypes and species
Although genomic changes associated with habitat-dependent adaptation in stickleback have
been extensively studied [24–26,36,53,70,88,124–132], genomic differentiation that persists
among sympatrically breeding stickleback species has only been demonstrated in a few small
lakes at the Pacific Coast of British Columbia [25], perhaps the most classical cases of ecological
speciation [133–135]. This repeated evolution of sympatric limnetic and benthic stickleback
species has occurred over the past ~12,000 years and is thought to have included an allopatric
phase, after which these lakes were colonized a second time from the ocean [25,72]. Despite the
very different evolutionary histories and divergence times of the Canadian limnetic-benthic
stickleback species pairs and the ecotype pairs from Lake Constance, the number of chromosomes containing genomic islands with parallel differentiation is remarkably similar between
the two systems (Constance eight, versus Canadian limnetic-benthic ten chromosomes) and
the number of such islands is even higher among Lake Constance ecotypes (19 versus 15
islands, but note that different methodologies to define islands were used in [25]). The number
of divergent regions among sympatric Lake Constance ecotypes is also higher than that found
among parapatric lake and stream ecotypes from several catchments on the Haida Gwaii archipelago, Canada [70]. The latter lake and stream ecotypes also evolved from a marine ancestor
over the past ~12,000 years since the retreat of the ice sheets, or potentially even earlier and
survived in ice age freshwater refugia [136–138]. The similarity in number of diverging chromosomes among these systems is surprising, as older, more diverged and more strongly reproductively isolated ecotypes are expected to accumulate divergence across much of the genome
with time, due to background selection, selection unrelated to speciation itself (including divergent selection between species) and due to drift. However, the stream and lake ecotypes that we
studied emerged in only 150 years [46], suggesting that genomic regions differing between
older ecotypes or species might already have been involved at the onset of ecological speciation.
Given the short time that was available for evolutionary divergence and the observed patterns
of diversity in parallel islands, the adaptive variation differentiating Lake Constance ecotypes
must have originated from older, standing genetic variation present in the colonizing linage
from the Southern Baltic Sea catchments.
Despite high numbers of repeatedly diverging genomic regions among Lake Constance ecotypes, there is limited overlap in identity with such regions identified in lake-stream stickleback
ecotype pairs from Canada, Alaska, Northern Germany and elsewhere [36,70,130], or with
divergent regions identified among freshwater-marine ecotypes [24,26,45,139] or limnetic-benthic species [25,93]. Of the 19 genomic islands of parallel differentiation we identified in our
study, only seven regions have been previously found as outlier regions between ecotypes or
species outside the Lake Constance system (S3 Table). Most strikingly, island 1.3 has been identified as divergent between allopatric marine and freshwater stickleback populations [24–
26,45,125,127] and between lake and stream ecotypes in Northern Germany (S3 Table, [36]),
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and has been shown to be an inversion for which alternative haplotypes are favored in one or
the other environment [26,53]. Three other shared outlier regions on chromosome VII have
previously been identified as outliers: Island 7.14 on chromosome VII is divergent between
fully sympatric limnetic and benthic stickleback in one of three studied lakes in British Columbia, Canada [25], in eight out of nine parapatric lake-stream pairs on Haida Gwaii and Vancouver Island, Canada [70,130], as well as in an allopatric marine-freshwater comparison from
Northern Scandinavia [127]. Island 7.11 on chromosome VII, is differentiated between multiple allopatric marine and freshwater populations from across the Northern hemisphere [26]
and island 7.7 between parapatric lake and stream ecotype from Alaska [36]. Finally, islands
3.1, 12.3 and 12.5 are divergent between multiple marine and freshwater populations
[24,125,127] and islands 12.3 and 12.5 both between lake and stream ecotypes from Alaska
[36] and among Norwegian freshwater populations [125] (S3 Table).
There is a discrepancy between the widespread genomic parallelism among marine-freshwater ecotypes that have been studied around the Northern Hemisphere [24,26,45] and limited
shared divergence among lake-stream ecotypes from different lakes [25,32,36,70,130]. One reason for this discrepancy could be the more diverse and complex evolutionary histories of stickleback populations living and diverging within freshwater bodies. Marine stickleback have
larger effective population sizes resulting in large standing genetic variation, much of which is
broadly shared among marine stickleback populations [43]. In contrast, standing genetic variation is smaller and less widely shared among isolated and geographically disjunct freshwater
populations. The combination of these factors may explain the lack of parallelism in phenotypic [66,130,140–142] and genomic divergence [32,36,70,130], as well as the large phenotypic
diversity [46,57,59,143–145] observed among lake ecotype stickleback and among stream ecotype stickleback from different systems.

Models for rapid genomic lake and stream ecotype divergence
Contrary to the reported lack of phenotypic and genomic parallel evolution between lakestream stickleback ecotype pairs from other regions of the world [25,32,36,70,130], we find patterns of parallel differentiation at the genomic level between a lake ecotype and stream ecotype
populations in two streams of the recently colonized Lake Constance system. Multiple scenarios of colonization and ecotype formation could plausibly explain the observed parallel genomic differentiation. First, if lake-adapted stickleback were originally introduced, multiple
streams may have been colonized independently and repeated recruitment of adaptive alleles
could have occurred from the same initial standing genetic variation, resulting in parallel genomic differentiation. This ‘lake first’-scenario would be a true ‘parallel evolution’ scenario [146]
and the marine-like phenotypic composition of Southern Baltic Sea catchment stickleback that
colonized the Lake Constance system may be in favor of this scenario. Second, if streamadapted stickleback were introduced into the system, ecotypic differentiation may have evolved
once at the habitat transition to the lake. Under this ‘stream first’-scenario, colonization of
other streams may have occurred after the evolution of a lake ecotype, either (a) through longdistance migration of stream genotypes through the lake to other streams or (b) through
repeated adaptation from standing genetic variation retained in the lake ecotype. The former
would require fortuitous, simultaneous long-distance dispersal of several stream-adapted stickleback to a new stream, possibly aided by active habitat selection [147], and would not be considered a case of parallel evolution. The latter would need allele combinations or haplotypes
favored in the original stream ecotype to be added to the standing genetic variation of the lake
ecotype via gene flow and then be recruited from the standing variation into newly evolving
populations of stream ecotype in other streams. This mechanism, also referred to as
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‘transporter hypothesis’, would be considered parallel evolution [146] and was proposed to
explain the widespread genomic and phenotypic parallelism among marine and freshwater
stickleback [148]. Long-distance dispersal and transporter mechanisms are not exclusive and a
combination of dispersal between streams and transport of adaptive variants via standing variation in the lake population are possible. Third, a generalist could have been introduced into
the system and rapidly expanded its range to both stream and lake environments, followed by
adaptation to these habitats. Adaptation may have involved standing genetic variation spreading with the initial expansion or ‘transported’ to replicate stream habitats later, both ideas compatible with parallel evolution. A fourth scenario could be secondary contact between already
divergent lake and stream ecotypes that independently colonized the lake and effluent streams,
leading to parallel patterns of differentiation between lake and stream populations but no insitu parallel evolution.
We think that the ‘generalist’ scenario is the most likely scenario, given the patterns of genomic variation observed in the populations studied here: genomic diversity levels in parallel genomic islands suggest that selection on standing variation occurred in both lake and stream
ecotypes (Fig 6). ‘Lake first’ and ‘stream first’ scenarios may however lead to very similar genomic
patterns of variation due to selection on standing genetic variation and thus are plausible alternatives we cannot reject. In contrast, we exclude a secondary contact scenario between already differentiated lake and stream stickleback. Such a model cannot explain that our two stream
ecotype populations are genetically as distinct from each other as either is from the lake ecotype
(Figs 2B and S2). Furthermore, phylogeographic reconstructions and population genetic analysis
also clearly reveal our lake and stream ecotypes as closely related sister groups to the exclusion of
other Swiss and central European populations [46,59] and suggest they have received only very
little if any gene flow from outside the system [55]. This does not rule out that some of the standing variation on which selection acted could have arrived in the gene pool through contributions
from outside, a hypothesis we are currently investigating. In contrast, we think that a secondary
contact scenario likely applies to stream and lake populations from the North, West and SouthWest of Lake Constance: Mitochondrial haplotypes from Rhine (South-West) and Rhone
(North) lineages are numerous in the streams of those regions, whereas the adjacent lake populations are nearly exclusively composed of Baltic Sea catchment haplotypes [56]. Similarly, fish
with reduced body armor occur at high proportions in these more Western streams but not in
the adjacent lake [53,56], whereas this contrast is completely lacking in the South-Eastern sections of the lake that we studied here and reduced armor is rare in Southern Baltic Sea catchment
stickleback with the same haplotype as Lake Constance stickleback [46,55,61].
By studying sympatric ecotypes with ongoing gene flow, we show that adaptive genomic differentiation, reminiscent of incipient speciation, has arisen in a very short period of time (150
years or ~100 generations). Genomic and phenotypic divergence between a migratory lake ecotype and two populations of resident stream ecotypes possibly involved the re-use of standing
genetic variation and resulted in the persistence of stream ecotype populations even where
there is ample opportunity for gene flow between ecotypes in sympatry. We propose that the
high levels of differentiation observed between ecotypes despite existing gene flow was facilitated by genomic properties such as reduced recombination and the genomic co-localization of
genes controlling several phenotypic traits relevant to adaptation and mate choice.

Materials and Methods
Study site and collection
We sampled adult stickleback in spring 2007/09 and 2012/13 from six sites in two streams
draining into Lake Constance and the lake shores close to the stream inlets (Fig 1A, Table 1).
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From each site, 10–21 individuals from the same year (except for site S2, for which fish from
2007 and 2009 were combined) with both sexes equally represented were randomly picked for
genomic analyses.

Ethics statement
Stickleback were caught using minnow traps and hand nets and subsequently anesthetized and
euthanized in clove oil solution, in accordance with granted permits issued by the fishery
authorities of the canton St. Gallen. Fish collection followed the Swiss veterinary legislation in
concordance with the federal food safety and veterinary office (FSVO) and the cantonal veterinary office in St. Gallen (Veterinäramt Kanton St. Gallen).

Morphological analysis
In addition to morphological, ecological and life history traits described earlier from the Lake
Constance system [46,56,57,59,65], we quantified a previously unexplored morphological trait,
lateral plate cover, that we observed to diverge among lake and stream ecotypes. We measured
the height of the first 28 lateral plates after the pelvic girdle in all fully-plated stickleback following [94] and body depth at the first dorsal spine (‘BD1’, following [59]) from sites L1, L2, S1
and S2 using ImageJ v1.49 [149]. We performed a PCA on size-corrected plate heights, i.e.
residuals from linear regressions of plate height against body depth at the first dorsal spine,
and used an ANOVA to test for differences in PC1 between lake stickleback from L1 / L2 and
stream stickleback from S1 / S2 (S7A Fig). Furthermore, we identified the plate morph of each
fish by counting lateral plates following [150] and tested for differences between lake stickleback from L1 / L2 and stream stickleback from S1 / S2 (S7B Fig).

RAD sequencing
We prepared three RAD libraries following Baird et al. [151] with slight modifications: We
used 400 ng genomic DNA per sample and digested each for 12 hours with four units SbfI-HF
(New England Biolabs). We multiplexed 98, 77 resp. 49 individuals per library, after the ligation step using P1 adapters (sensu [151]; synthesized by Microsynth) with custom six base pair
barcodes with a minimal distance of two bases between any barcodes. The first two libraries
were sheared using a Sonorex Super RK 102 P sonicator (Bandelin) for 2 minutes. The third
library was sheared on an S220 series Adaptive Focused Acoustic (AFA) ultra-sonicator (Covaris) with the manufacturer’s settings for a 400 bp mean fragment size. Sheared fragments
between 300–500 bp were size-selected on a 1.25% agarose gel. We carried out the enrichment
step in four aliquots with 50 μl reaction volumes each, and combined these prior to the final
size selection step. All three libraries were single-end sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq 2000
platform, yielding 136, 200 and 166 million 100 bp long reads, respectively. We sequenced each
library on a single lane together with 7–20% bacteriophage PhiX genomic DNA (Illumina Inc.)
to increase complexity at the first 10 sequenced base pairs. Sequencing was performed at the
Center of Integrative Genomics (CIG), University of Lausanne and at the Next Generation
Sequencing (NGS) Platform, University of Bern, Switzerland.

Sequence data preparation, variant and genotype calling
We filtered raw sequencing reads from each lane and library for an intact SbfI restriction sites,
de-multiplexed and barcode-trimmed them using the FASTX toolkit v.0.0.13 (http://
hannonlab.cshl.edu/fastx_toolkit/) and custom python scripts. We aligned reads for each individual and library against the October 2013 re-assembly version of the threespine stickleback
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reference genome [26,77] using end-to-end alignment in Bowtie 2 v2.0.0 with default parameters [152]. SAMtools v0.1.19 [153] was used to convert alignments to binary format. We recalibrated base quality scores of aligned stickleback reads using empirical error rate estimations
derived from bacteriophage PhiX reads. Raw sequencing reads from each lane were aligned
against the PhiX 174 reference genome (accession: NC_001422; [154]), known variation was
masked and PhiX-alignments were used to create a base quality score recalibration table for
each lane and library combination using BaseRecalibrator from GATK v.2.7 [155]. We
obtained between 0.9–2.5 billion base pairs of PhiX-reads per lane, sufficient to ensure good
recalibration results. Using the GATK-tool PrintReads and PhiX-based recalibration tables, we
then recalibrated base quality scores in stickleback alignments from the respective lanes.
We used the GATK tool UnifiedGenotyper to call variants and genotypes in a combined
fashion for all individuals, using the following parameters: minimal phred-scaled base quality
score threshold of 20, genotype likelihood model calling both SNPs and insertions/deletions
(indels) and assumed contamination rate of 3%. Using custom python scripts and vcftools
v0.1.12 [156], all genotypes with quality < 30 or depth < 10 were set to missing. Variants with
quality < 30 or > 50% missing genotypes per sampling site, monomorphic sites, SNPs
with > 2 alleles, indels and SNPs 10 bp around indels as well as SNPs from the sex chromosome XIX were removed from the dataset, the latter due to mapping and calling uncertainty in
males. RAD-sequencing datasets contain PCR duplicate reads for a locus and individual, a
well-known caveat of this technology [73–75,157,158], that cannot be identified in single-end
sequencing data and can cause a bias towards calling homozygote genotypes when one allele of
a heterozygote was by chance over-amplified [75]. We therefore additionally removed all sites
that showed an excess of homozygotes, as measured by a significant deviation from HardyWeinberg equilibrium (p < 0.01) within any of the six populations using Arlequin v3.5.1.4
[159]. We noticed a higher prevalence of PCR duplicates in the first two libraries containing
populations S1, L1 and S2, likely due to different shearing device used in the library preparation
step. This is visible in elevated mean FIS in these populations (see results section, Fig 2B). To
reduce noise introduced by these PCR duplicates, we therefore randomly picked one allele per
high-quality filtered genotype and used this ‘allele dataset’ in some of the analyses, while the
high-quality filtered genotype dataset was used in analyses where we could account for an
excess of homozygotes, i.e. for inbreeding. We used PGDSpider v2.0.5.0 [160] for conversion
from VCF format to other formats.

Population genomic analyses
We partitioned genomic variation in the allele dataset into principal components using adegenet [161], for sites with a minor allele frequency > 1%. We also performed Bayesian clustering assignment of individuals into one to five clusters using STRUCTURE v2.34. 10 [162],
using the allele dataset with sites of greater than 1% minor allele frequency, following [163].
We ran 10 replicates assuming one to five clusters with 100,000 steps burn-in and 200,000 sampling steps and checked convergence of replicates visually. We identified the most likely number of clusters by the highest delta K statistics among the tested clusters [164].
We studied the genome-wide distribution of genetic differentiation by computing for each
SNP FST estimates between pairs of sampling sites (‘pairwise FST’, Fig 3) and among all sampling sites grouped hierarchically (‘hierarchical FST’, S12A Fig). We used pairwise FST to characterize levels and heterogeneity of differentiation across the genome between pairs of
populations, but we identified genomic islands of differentiation based on hierarchical FST in
order to maximize the power to detect outlier SNPs, which were used to identify genomic
islands of differentiation. SNP-level F-statistics (FST, FIT and FIS) were estimated in a locus-by-
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locus AMOVA in Arlequin v3.5.1.4 [159]. We characterized heterogeneity in genome-wide differentiation by calculating the mean, 95%-quantile and standard deviation of pairwise FST’s in
non-overlapping, 2 Mb-wide adjacent windows across the genome containing at least 20 SNPs.
We defined heterogeneity in differentiation as the absolute coefficient of variation of these pairwise mean window FST’s.
Single SNP hierarchical FST was estimated in a locus-by-locus AMOVA analysis in Arlequin, with populations grouped into three groups (stream 1, stream 2, lake) while maintaining
the six sampling sites as separate populations. The grouping was based on genetic similarity
between the sampling sites, assessed from genomic PCA (Fig 2A), mean weighted pairwise FST
results (Fig 2B) and Bayesian clustering of individuals (S2 Fig). The first two, stream-like
groups thus contained sites S1 and S2 respectively, and the third, lake-like group sites L1, L2,
S1a and S1b (S2 Fig). In order to detect loci putatively under selection, we performed an outlier
analysis based on a hierarchical island model [165]. This approach identified outlier SNPs by
comparing observed hierarchical FST and heterozygosity values against a null distribution from
a hierarchical island model, derived from 500,000 simulations of 10 groups with 100 demes
each, as implemented in a modified version (v3.5.2.3) of Arlequin [165] (S12 Fig). Significantly
positive population-specific FIS, potentially due to RAD sequencing PCR duplicates and leading to an apparent excess of homozygotes, were taken into account in the simulations used to
build the joint null distribution of heterozygosity and FST. In brief, for each simulated diploid
individual the population-specific FIS coefficient was used as the probability that the two gene
copies present on homologous chromosomes were identical by descent or not. This procedure
amounts at reducing the sample size by a factor 1-FIS in the simulations, and thus to correctly
take into account measured levels of inbreeding, which could either be due to true inbreeding
or to PCR duplicates of a single chromosome. Our choices of group and deme size for simulating null distributions followed the recommendations of [165], who showed that reliable outlier
probability estimation is obtained from simulations performed with numbers of groups and
numbers of demes per group that exceed the actual (but unknown) numbers. We also ran the
outlier analysis with different group / deme size combinations (3 groups / 4 demes, 3 / 10, 5 /
10, 50 / 10, 50 / 50) and found highly congruent outlier probabilities for each SNP (correlation
coefficient r > 0.9999). We tested if outlier loci were randomly distributed on each chromosome by calculating Ripley’s K function following the approach by Flaxman et al. [7] accounting for recombination rate bias by using SNP positions on a genetic map (see section ‘genetic
distances and recombination rates‘ below), with one modification: The null distribution of Ripley’s K was simulated by 10,000 times sampling n SNPs among all the SNPs in our dataset for
the respective chromosome, not by drawing them from random positions in the genome [7],
with n being the number of outliers on a chromosome. This was to avoid a bias in estimating
expected values for Ripley’s K due to the non-random location of RAD-sequencing derived
SNPs biased towards G/C-rich regions in the genome [151].

Genomic islands of differentiation
We identified ‘genomic islands of differentiation’ following the approach of Hofer et al. [76]
(S12 Fig). The HMM is based on three underlying and unobserved states, corresponding to
‘genomic background’ (assumed to be neutral under a hierarchical island model), regions of
‘exceptionally low’ differentiation, and regions of ‘exceptionally high’ differentiation. We refer
to exceptionally high differentiation regions as ‘genomic islands of differentiation’. All three
types of regions can consist of single SNPs or of several consecutive SNPs, depending on how
outlier loci are clustered in the genome. The most likely state for each SNP is inferred from the
HMM, based on its observed probability to be an outlier from the hierarchical FST analysis
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outlined above [76]. Subsequently, we retained only exceptional regions after multiple-testing
correction with a false discovery rate of 0.001 for outlier loci [76]. Our approach differs in two
aspects from [76]. First, we used only SNPs with minor allele frequencies > 1%. This minor
allele frequency cutoff was not necessary for the data used by Hofer et al. [76], because they
used ascertained SNPs. We found very low frequency allele SNPs to disrupt the detection of
high differentiation levels, because they can never reach high differentiation and are thus less
informative [166], even though they are naturally very abundant in unascertained sequence
data. Second, we ran the HMM method for the concatenated SNP dataset instead of modeling
every chromosome separately. This increased information for parameter estimation and did
not affect the identification of islands of differentiation (i.e. no spurious islands of differentiation extending across chromosomes were identified).
Among genomic islands of differentiation identified by the HMM, we distinguished
between islands showing parallel differentiation between both lake and stream stickleback
breeding in sympatry and lake and stream stickleback breeding in parapatry and between
islands of differentiation without parallel differentiation. We inferred parallel differentiation
for each SNP by comparing allele counts between lake site L1 and the stream endpoint S1 as
well as between lake site L2 and stream site S2. A parallel differentiation SNP had to show (a)
parallel allele frequency change between habitats, i.e. the same allele had to be found at higher
frequency in the same habitat in both comparisons and (b) the allele frequencies had to be significantly different in both lake-stream comparisons as assessed by a significant pairwise FST
estimated in an AMOVA accounting for inbreeding levels as described above. We defined
islands of parallel differentiation as islands containing at least one parallel differentiation SNP
and computed a PCA with only those SNPs as described above. For all pairs of parallel differentiation SNPs, we estimated the extent of linkage disequilibrium within each sampling site from
the absolute of the correlation coefficient between pairs of loci (|r|) based on genotype counts
using PLINK v1.07 [167]. For all genomic islands of differentiation, we counted the number of
SNPs showing significantly different allele frequencies in sympatry (L1 vs. S1) and in parapatry
(L2 vs. S2) also assessed by a significant pairwise FST between these populations (S1 Table).
Nucleotide diversity in each population was calculated using one allele per high-quality
genotype with quality > 30, depth > 10 and maximal 50% missing data, excluding sites located
within 10 bp from indels or sites on the sex chromosome XIX. These filtered sites were partitioned into windows of variable size containing at least 2,500 sequenced sites, without splitting
single RAD sequence reads, resulting in a mean window size of 324,800 bp (median 302,900
bp, range 58,960–1,036,000 bp). Arlequin v3.5.2.3 [165] was used to calculate nucleotide diversity for each window in each population. Windows were checked for the presence of parallel
and non-parallel islands and labelled as ‘genomic background’, ‘parallel island’ and ‘non-parallel island’ windows accordingly (Fig 6). Within each population, we tested for differences in
mean nucleotide diversity between parallel island, non-parallel island and genomic background
windows using t-tests and Bonferroni-based multiple comparison adjusted p-values.

Genetic distances and recombination rate
We derived genetic distances and recombination rates from a previously published recombination map based on a cross between threespine stickleback from Lake Constance and Lake
Geneva, Switzerland [77]. Position along the genetic map for each SNP was estimated by linear
interpolation of genetic vs. physical positions as published in [77]. We estimated the regional
recombination rate around each SNP in our dataset by smoothing the genetic vs. physical map
[77] with cubic splines and a spline parameter of 0.7 for each chromosome and calculating the
smoothed curve’s first derivate [168]. We used non-parametric tests to find correlations
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between recombination rate and the presence of islands of differentiation (Kruskal-Wallis
test), hierarchical, and pairwise differentiation (FST, Spearman-rank correlations) and assessed
significance with a Bonferroni-corrected alpha level of 0.05.

Identification of putative targets of selection
We studied the overlap of islands of parallel differentiation and previously identified QTL, candidate genes, expression outliers and outlier regions: We assembled a database of previously
identified QTL in threespine stickleback from the literature published up to mid-2015 [78–
103]. If reported, 95% confidence intervals were directly taken from the literature or the markers in the genetic map of the study adjacent to the ‘peak LOD score minus 1.5’ boundaries on
both sides of the LOD peak were used as 95% confidence intervals. In studies where only the
highest-scoring markers were reported, we used the marker ± 1 Mb as approximate QTL confidence intervals. Physical positions of QTL and confidence interval estimates were transformed
into October 2013 stickleback re-assembly coordinates [77] using the UCSC tool liftOver [169]
and corresponding positions along the genetic map were calculated as for SNPs (see above).
We then tested if QTLs grouped into 32 traits and genomic islands of parallel differentiation
overlap, using a buffer of ±10 kbp on both sides of genomic islands to alleviate effects of sparse
SNP sampling by RAD sequencing (also applied in all following overlap analyses). We tested if
overlaps were expected by chance by permuting the physical and genetic positions of these
islands 100,000 times randomly across the genome, re-calculating overlaps and deriving empirical null distributions and p-values for the observed number of overlaps with a Bonferroni-corrected alpha level of 0.05, based on the repeated testing for overlaps with 32 traits.
We further examined gene content of genomic islands of differentiation and their overlap
with previously identified candidate genes for divergent adaptation [88,126,128,132] and
expression outliers [129,131], for which full gene lengths and a buffer of ± 10 kbp sequence on
both sides of each gene were used. The set of overlapping genes was tested for enrichment in
gene ontology (GO) terms for the GO categories ‘biological processes’ and ‘molecular functions’ using the STRING v9.1 database [170], applying a Bonferroni-corrected alpha level of
0.05. Finally, we overlapped genomic islands of parallel differentiation from our study with previously identified outlier markers [25,53,70,124,125,127,130] or outlier regions [24,26,36], of
which physical locations were publicly available. We used either the exact outlier region if
reported [26,36], an approximation of an outlier region based on its reported content ± 100
kbp sequence on both sides [24], the ± 100 kbp region surrounding a reported outlier marker
for high-density SNP data [53,70] or the ± 1 Mb region surrounding an outlier marker for lowdensity microsatellite datasets [25,124,125,127,130] for comparison with our genomic islands
of differentiation. Statistical analyses and plotting was done using R v3.0.1 [171]. Data analysis
was conducted using the bioinformatics infrastructure of the Genetic Diversity Centre (GDC),
ETH Zurich/Eawag.

Supporting Information
S1 Fig. Timing of threespine stickleback breeding season at Lake Site L1 and Stream Site S1
in 2009. Stickleback start breeding at the same time at sites L1 and S1, preliminarily suggesting
synchronous reproduction in sympatry and thus the absence of temporal isolation. Note however that both lake and stream ecotypes not distinguished in this dataset may occur at site S1.
Furthermore, we lack information on the length of breeding seasons of lake and stream ecotypes each at these sites, leaving the possibility for partial temporal isolation.
(TIF)
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S2 Fig. Bayesian clustering of Lake Constance threespine stickleback. Assignment of all 91
individuals to 2–5 clusters, based on the 13,509 SNP allele dataset with a minor allele frequency
of > 1%, using the Bayesian clustering algorithm STRUCTURE [162]. According to the optimality criterion developed by Evanno et al. [164], three clusters best fit the data. Grey boxes
around x-axis labels show the grouping of sampling sites used for the hierarchical outlier analysis (see Materials & Methods).
(TIF)
S3 Fig. Optimal number of clusters from Bayesian clustering. Estimated likelihoods and
likelihood derivatives for different numbers of clusters based on 10 replicate runs per cluster
number of the Bayesian clustering algorithm STRUCTURE [162]. Three clusters best fit the
data according to Evanno et al. [164].
(TIF)
S4 Fig. Genome-wide distribution of pairwise differentiation (FST). Pairwise FST distributions across the genome for the comparisons between pairs of sampling sites not already
shown in Fig 3. Note striking differentiation on chromosome VII between sites dominated by
stream ecotypes versus sites with mostly lake ecotypes (A, B, D, E, H, I) and the absence of differentiation between sites both dominated by lake ecotypes (C, F, G, J). Grey dots show single
SNP pairwise FST estimates and black lines show FST means (bold) and 95%-quantiles (thin) in
2 Mb wide, non-overlapping windows across the genome. Windows with elevated differentiation are highlighted with blue background frames (mean FST > 0.05) and red background bars
(95%-quantile FST > 0.25).
(TIF)
S5 Fig. Test for clustering of outlier SNPs per chromosome. For each separate chromosome
with more than 2 outlier SNPs, Ripley’s K function is plotted, for outlier SNPs (red line, alphalevel 5%) and for the neutral model of loci without clustering, where median, 95% and 99%
confidence intervals are shown (blue lines, see Materials & Methods). Chromosomes for which
the red line crosses blue confidence intervals show evidence for clustering of outliers beyond
expectations from recombination rate.
(TIF)
S6 Fig. Detail view of genomic islands of differentiation and QTLs on chromosome VII.
(B) Chromosome VII contains 12 genomic islands of parallel differentiation (IPDs, black vertical bars) and two islands of non-parallel differentiation (INDs, grey vertical bars). (A) QTLs
for traits previously studied among Lake Constance ecotypes and their overlap with parallel
islands are shown. The left grey column indicates if traits have previously been found to be
divergent among Lake Constance ecotypes (‘Y’ = yes) or not (‘N’ = no). Significant clustering
of parallel islands inside QTLs for trait groups are indicated by asterisks in the right grey column. Blocks indicate 95% QTL confidence intervals (extent along x-axis) and effect sizes
(color). References for phenotypic data: 1[59], 2[57], 3[65], 4[56] and S7B Fig, 5[46], 6S7A Fig.
(C) Recombination rates across the stickleback genome as estimated by Roesti et al. [77] are
visualized.
(TIF)
S7 Fig. Ecotype differences in lateral plate cover but not lateral plate morph among Lake
Constance ecotypes. (A) First axis of a PCA of size-corrected lateral plate height data from
lake and stream ecotypes from sampling sites S1, S2, L1 and L2, showing that lateral plate
height differs among lake and stream ecotypes in Lake Constance (ANOVA, F1,50 = 7.52,
p < 0.009), with lake ecotypes having higher lateral plate cover (Fig 1B). (B) Lake and stream
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ecotypes from sampling sites S1, S2, L1 and L2 however do not differ in plate morph (χ22 =
1.76, p = 0.41), with most fish being fully-plated (FP) and few individuals being partially plated
(PP) and low plated (LP).
(TIF)
S8 Fig. Distribution of genotypes in genomic islands of parallel lake-stream differentiation
across the six sampling sites. In the sites S1a and S1b, both individuals with lake-like genotypes and others with stream-like genotypes occur, as well as more intermediate / admixed
individuals. Columns show the same parallel lake-stream differentiation SNPs in islands of parallel differentiation as in Fig 5, with the color code for stream- (light blue) and lake-like alleles
(dark blue). The grey left column shows the Bayesian clustering assignment of individuals to
K = 3 clusters (see S2 Fig).
(TIF)
S9 Fig. Heat map for linkage disequilibrium (LD) within sampling sites between parallel
lake-stream differentiation SNPs. The pattern of LD between SNPs found in genomic islands
of lake-stream differentiation and showing parallel changes in allele frequencies is revealed by
the absolute value of the correlation coefficient r, a classical measure of LD. Different islands of
differentiation are divided by either white or black vertical and horizontal lines, the black lines
also dividing different chromosomes. SNPs are grouped by parallel islands as in Figs 5 and S8.
(TIF)
S10 Fig. Probability of overlap between genomic islands of parallel differentiation and 32
QTL categories. Probability distributions from 100’000 random permutations of the 19 islands
of parallel differentiation on the genetic map and their overlap with QTL from different trait
categories (grey histograms), as well as the observed overlap between islands and QTL and
associated p-values (black arrows). P-values significant after Bonferroni correction for multiple
testing are shown in bold.
(TIF)
S11 Fig. Genomic islands of parallel differentiation and their overlap with QTLs. QTLs for
traits that have not yet been studied in Lake Constance ecotypes and their overlap with genomic islands of parallel differentiation. Significant overlap with parallel genomic islands is indicated by asterisks in the right grey column. Blocks indicate 95% QTL confidence intervals
(range along x-axis) and effect sizes (color) respectively.
(TIF)
S12 Fig. Islands of differentiation identification using a hierarchical outlier analysis and
Hidden Markov Model (HMM) approach. (A) Results from an outlier analysis under a hierarchical island model [165] showing all SNPs colored according to their associated p-value, i.e.
the probability of the observed FST under neutrality. The SNP p-value color coding is the same
in all three plots, and the scale is shown in pane B. HBP: observed heterozygosity between populations. (B) Z-transformed p-values from the outlier analysis (z-scores, see histogram) of SNPs
with minor allele frequency > 1% are used in parameter estimation for an HMM with three
states of genomic differentiation [76]: genomic background differentiation (grey line), exceptionally low differentiation (green line) and exceptionally high differentiation (orange line).
The lines show the normally distributed emission probabilities in the HMM for each state (see
Materials and Methods). (C) Example for the inference of genomic islands of differentiation:
regions identified as genomic background differentiation are shown with a grey background
and regions of genomic islands of differentiation (i.e. regions with exceptionally high
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differentiation) are shown with an orange background.
(TIF)
S1 Table. Genomic islands of differentiation (DIFF) and parallel differentiation (PARDIFF) and SNP counts.
(DOCX)
S2 Table. Associations between recombination rate and genomic islands of differentiation,
parallel (IPD), non-parallel (IND) islands and SNP FST estimates.
(DOCX)
S3 Table. Previously identified QTLs and outlier regions overlapping with genomic islands
of parallel differentiation.
(DOCX)
S4 Table. Ensembl predicted genes overlapping with islands of parallel differentiation
among Lake Constance lake and stream ecotypes.
(DOCX)
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